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A MINI OPERATING

AVANI'-PROPOS
La redact ion de ce rapport a debute

a 1 'Univers i te

"Queen's
University" de BELFAST griace a une bourse du CRI (actuel SESORI), que
nous tenons a remercier ici. Elle a ete terminee lors d'un sejour a
l'Universite "Sir George Williams" de MONTREAL. Nous avons aiors hesite
a la "figer" vu son ·etat encore tres imparfait et l'evolution rapide des
idees dans le dorna.ine de la description des systemes operatoires. Notre
decision de la publier dans cet etat en note technique vient de notre
espoir que le materiel presente puisse etre de quelque utilite immediate
sur le plan de la recherche et surtout sur celui de 1 1enseignement. Toute
critique sera evidenment la bienvenue et nous permettra de preparer une
nouvelle version plus satisfaisante.
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MINOS: A MINI OPERATING SYSTEM.

Summary:
We aim to investigate how certain tools,which have
shown themselves to be useful for operating systems
design and implementation CG,. ••J,may be conveniently
used to describe these operating systems in a pedagogical manner. These tools consist mainly of the
PASCAL language extended with the "monitor" concept
as described in(46]. Some concepts from SIMULA are
also used.

The idea behind this report is a slow progression
from very elementary concepts, to more complicated
systems. It is intended to be used in tutorials as an
illustration of a course on operating system design.

Since we are more concerned about a pleasant and
useful description than about an actual implementation,
we hope that the reader will forgive us many liberties
we shall take with PASCAL synt$x.
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0. INTRODUCTION

Any

course

on operating system design must avoid

the danger of mere ~istoric evocation.Instead i t must try
t o introduce in a progressive and logical way the main
techniques and concep\usually found there.
On the.other hand such a lecture may be considered
from two points of view.The subject is large and important
enough to justify its study for its own interest.But itis also a particularly privileged area for teaching the
general methodology of program design.
Then it is _important to define a parallel pr~gression
which could be followed both in lectures and tutorials.If
we have at our disposition convenient description_tools,
there is great advantage in adopting for such a pr~gression
the design itself of an actual operating system. It is such
a framework we would like to outline here.

We would like to provide the student with a structured.
receptacle into which he could store progressively and systematically each new item of acquired knowledge on D.S.

At the same time we would like to provide the teacher
wi th a b asic progress i on in which he could plug any particu~
lar 2 l go rithm he wants to insist on, a skeleton he may cloth
on according to h is favourite fashion.
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Dur main objective is not to present a juxtaposition of various interest domains and for each one to
describe some original algorithms. On the contrary we
shall instead try to concentrate on describing several
whole D.S. of increasing complexity. We shall give these descriptions at a level of abstraction sufficiently
c lose to a conventional hardware so that the student
could become confident in his own ability to design

-

and implement an actual D.S.

A logical extension for this work would be to
provide an environment in which the student could
write D.S. descriptions with notations close to the
ones used in this report, and obtain an operational
model he can pla y with. Such tools have already been
proposed[~~,~',,), but seems to lack a bit of generality.
Th~ main difficulty in such a proposal is to keep at
a reasonable level the resources needed to develop a
working model(student time,computer time). The success
o f similar .approaches in the field of compiler design
ma y g i ve us so me e ncourage ments to work in that direct i on .

Before entering the main subject let us insist
that this report is not intended to be used alone, but
in conjonction with other suitable textbooks and refe-
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rence books, for e.,ample

[2Ei]

and U'n. Jn particular some

previous presentation of D.S. synchronization primitives,
~......
including the monitor concept, is recomended
before ente-

ring the tutorials. We hope that the material presented
here could provide the complementary illustration of an

D.S. lecture. Such a complement seems to us necessary,
and there we s hall quote E.CZARNIK &. D.TSICHRITZIS in [4'31:
"In a course on Ope rating Systems students learn
principles and basic techniques. Examples and exercises

help them to understand how these techniques can be applie d practically. Unfortunately lectures are not enough.
For a student to appreciate some of the problems, he has
to face them himself. When he r~alizes the true importance of a problem, then he will frantically absorb the pertinent material. True knowledge comes when somebody needs
it.,•

II
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1. Elementary resource allocation and the idea of "monitor"

The main objective of an operating system is to share
a configuration between users whose requests are made in
an impredictible order. The simplest idea of such a system
is the open shop situation where the users have direct
access to the computer. In this case there is no proper
operating system, i,ind the computer is a unigue resource.
One way to control users' access to this resource
,
1S to use a rece12tioriist whose work will be :
* to give a user access to the computer if it is idle,
and if not to record his request.
* to check each time a user leaves the computer, if there
is any other user waiting, and in this case to offer
him the configuration.
So this receptionist will have to work on two kinds
of occasion:
- when somebody asks to use the computer.
- when somebody signals he has finished using
the computer.
This situation may be described picturially in
the following way:
USERS
____________.A.,_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r

"'-\

•••

RECEPTIONIST
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There are many reasons for avoiding or at least
restri cting the use of such graphical representations.
They are not very concise,not accurate enough because
we are limited in the choice of symbols, and do not
· constitute a convenient communication tool between
people and computers.
So, we shall try i .r istead to use mostly linear representations and to begin with we are going to describe
the previous situation with a linear program text.
At first wa notice that in the previous graphical
description we used two kinds of symbol to represent
two kinds of object:

* those who ask for service:
we call them processes.

*

those who provid_e these services:
we call them monitors.

Describing a system means:
1) defining all the different objects composing
that system and their functions.
2) for each object giving its nature and describing
its behaviour.
i

In particular to give a description of a monitor, we
must state :
1) what different ·kinds of work it i i able to perform.
2) for each such capacity what exactly will it have
to do whenever called.
So our receptionist monitor will take the form:
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receptionist: monitor
begin
procedure request;

• • • I

procedure release;

•

•

.

• I

To call i t we sball use the notation:
receptionist.request;
or
receptionist.release;
Now a monitor must maintain at each moment the state
of the resource or set of resources ~t controls.This state
will be recorded in its local space.
In the current example, we only need to record if
the computer is busy or not. So we declare a single
variable:
busy:boolean
But when a monitor receives a request and is n~t
able to grant it immediatly, then it must record it
in a waiting queue~Such a queue will be represented
by a variable of a special type:
nonbusy:condition
The action of adding a request to this queue will
be represented by the operation:
nonbusy.wait
As soon as the monitor realizes that it is now possible to continue with a pending request, it will immediatly awake the ·longest waiting process by an instruction:nonbusy.signal
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We must also notice that if more than one user were
allowed to use a monitor at the same time, this will
result in impredictable modificati"ons and tests of the
local variables.
To avoid this danger, we assume that a request to
a monitor must never be interrupted by another except
during a wait.
We can now give the description of the open shop
situation.
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computing center: system
begin
receptionist: monitor
begin
busy: boolean;
nonbusy: condition;
procedure request;
begin

g

busy~ nonbusy.wait;

busy:= true
end of request;
procedure release;
begin
busy:= false;
nonbusy.signal

-

end of release;
busy:= false; note this is the initialisation;
~

of receptionist;

a programmer: process
repeat begin
p~epare a program;
receptionist.request;
_run the program on the computer;
recept_i onist. release

-

end of a programmer;

.•• description of other programmers •••
end of computing center;
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Suppose now we have at our disposal in the computing
center more than one computer.Each one is identified by
a number of type:
~

compident

=

l •• Ma~computer

We must then write a new version of the monitor.Since
we have a feeling . that· such a situation will be met more
often, we shall declare a class of monitors:
class multi item (Max: integer) monitor
an instance of which will be used whenever needed:
receptionist: multi item ' (Maxcomputer)
Each unit of resource in the class will be identified
by a variable of type.:
~

ident = l •• Max

and the identities of the free units will be recorded in:
available: powerset ident
The request entry will now have the additionnal responsibility of providing the user with the identity of the affected
resource unit.Correspondingly, when releasing _a unit, the user
will have to indicate which particular . one he releases:
function request: ident
procedure release(whichone: ident)
The monitor class may now be described:
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class multi item(Max: integer)
monitor begin ·
~

ident = 1 •• Max;

available: powerset ident;
more: condition;
function request: ident;
begin
i f available= [ ] do more.wait;
request~ available
~

of request;
procedure release{whichone: ident);
begi n
a v ailable :V[whichone];
more.signal
~

of release;

available:=range{l •• Max)
end of multi item;

computing center: system
begin
type compident = l •• Maxcomputer;
receptionist: multi item(Maxcomputer);
a programmer: process
repeat begin c: compident;
prepare a proJram;
c:=receptionist.request;
run the program on computer c;
receptioni st.release(c)

...

-

e·nd of a programmer;

description of other programmers
end of computing center;

-
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2. Basis of a simple operating system.

In section 1 we used a very abstract operation to
describe the execution of a program.We are going now to
concentrate on this operation, and first we recognize
that it may involve three less abstract operations:
~

* input

which transfers data from an outside
storage device to main memory.

· * compute which transforms the data resident in
main memory.

* output which transfers this transformed data
to an outside device.
For the sake of simplicity let us assume that we
have only two input/output devices r~resented by:
cardreader: monitor

• • •

lineprinter: monitor

.
I

• • • I

which. accept respectively input and output operations
relating to portions of data of the same size:
~portion= array l •• portionsize of word
function get: portion;
note obtain the next data portion from
the card reader;
procedure put(p: portion);
note delivers to the printer a data
portion to be output;
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In this first approach, after having been given
the configuration, the user executes his program with
an empty operating system:
MINOS O :system

begin
user progr~m: process;
note in this program the operations
"cardreader.get" and "lineprinter.put"
are used
· end of minos O;
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2.1 Buffering.

These operations "get" and "put" are very long
compared with normal C.P.U. operations. But the corresponding devices have the pleasant property of being able
to perform them in parallel with C.P.U. activity.
Since the input and output streams are sequential,
we can try to read the data before it is explicitly
asked for, · and we can delay actual outputting of data
to the printer after the "put" operation has taken place.
For that we shall need two areas of main store,
each of them being controlled by a monitor.We then
define a class of monitors:
class mainbuffer (N: integer) monitor
controlling an area of main store:
area: array O •• N-1 of portion
and providing facilities for adding a new portion or
acquiring one already filled:
procedure append(p: portion)
function remove: portion
This class can be described as follows:
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class mainbuffer(N: integer)
monitor begin
area: array ·o •• N-1

£!

portion;

count: O•. N; note number of filled portions;
nonfull,nonempty: condition;
inpointer,outpointer: O•. N-1;
procedure append(p? portion);
begin

-

if count= N do nonfull.wait;
area[inpointer]

:= p;

inpointe~ := (inpointer + 1) mod N;
count :+l;
nonempty.signal
~

of append;
function remove: portion;

begin
if count= 0 do nonempty.wait;
remove := area[outpointer];
outpointer:=(outpointer + l)ffi2S N;
count :-1;
nonfull.signal

-

end of remove;
count:=O;

inpointer:=outpointer:=O
end of mainbuffe~;
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Two independant processes will have the responsibility for continuously inputting data from the card reader,
or outputting data to the printer:
inputter,outputter: process
The global structure of our operating system can
now be given:
MINOS l

: system

begin
inbuffer ,outbuffer: mainbuffer {N) ;
inputter: process
repeat begin p:portion;
p:= cardreader.get;
inbuffer.append{p);
end of inputter;
outputter:process
repeat begin p: portion;
p:= outbuffer.remove;
lineprinter.put{p);
end of outputter;
user program: process
note in this program the operations cardreader.get
and lineprinter.put{p) are respectively
replaced by inbuffer.remove and
outbuffer.append{p)
end of mi nos 1; ·
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2.2 Spooling.

The previously described technique has two advantages:

* it avoids a program waiting while an input/output
operation is executed.

* it reduces the number of start/stop operations
on input/output devices, thus improving their
performances.
But on the other hand, the buffer area needed reduces
the memory space available to the user program. Parti~ularly in cases where programs do a lot of input/output,
the buffer space need to be large and we cannot afford
to lose such a large part of main memory.
In order to avoid this drawback we are going to
implement this buffer space in a cheaper way on secondary storage. For that we shall use a disc which, for
the moment, we shall represent very abstractly by a
monitor:
disc: monitor
controlling a secondary storage space:
space: array location of portion
where
~location= l •. Maxlocation
This monitor will have two entries:
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function input(l:location): portion
which has the effect input:=space[l]
function output(p:portion): location
which stores the portion somewhere on the disc,
and returns this storage location

disc: monitor
begin
available: powerset location;
space: array location of portion;
function input(l: location): portion;
· begin
input:=space[l];
available :V[l] ·; ·
end of input;
function output(p:portion): location;
begin
ad: location;
ad from available;
space [ad] := p;
output:= ad
end of output;
available:= range(l .. Maxlocation)
end of disc;

The necessary modifications to the previous
description are very slight. We only need to rewrite
the ."main .buffer" class:
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class discbuffer(N: integer)
monitor begin
area: sequence location;
nonfull,nonempty: condition; .
procedure append(p: portion);
begin
if size(area) = N do nonfull.w~it;
area:Adisc.output(p);
nonempty. signal
end of append _;
function remove: portion;
begin
i : location;
if size(area) = 0 do nonempty.wait;
i from area;
remove:= disc.input(l);
nonfull.signal
end of remove;
area:= empty
end of discbuffer;
and the general description of the system remains
nearly the same:

MINOS 2: system

begin
inbuffer, outb1)f fer: discbuf fer·(N) ;
inputter,outputter,user program: process;
note all as before
end of minos 2;
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3. SCHEDUL If~G.
3.1. Scheduled Queues.
In the presented operations on conditions,it was assumed
that a signal operation awakes the longest waiting process in
the associated queue. As a matter of fact, in most cases,we
shall only require that any waiting process is awaken, whatever
the time it arrived or its other characteristics.Thus the single
condition mechanism will be sufficient.
However, in some cases, the order of reactivation may
be important; so we need a mechanism permitting us to reactivate
one particular waiting process, according to a given criterion.
The waiting queue associated with a variable
c:condition
will be ordered according to the criterion. The operation
c.signal
will again reactivate the first process in the queue, but a
process issuing a wait operation will not always be put at
the end of the queue.

Instead,at this time, a value will be

provided:
v:inteqer
and the operation
c.wait(v)
will have the e~fect of letting the calling process climb up
the queue to a place wh ere all other processes behind it will
have a greater value of v.
The general sc h eduling of a single resource among
s everal processes, and according to a given criterion represented by an integer value, is very similar to what we already
met for the computer access situation:
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single unit: monitor
begin
busy:boolean;
nonbusy:condition;
procedure request(v:inteaer);
begin

!.f

busy do nonbusy.wait(v);

busy:=~
end of request;
P.rocedure release;
begin
busy:=false;
nonbusy.signal
~

of rele2se;

busy:=false

-

end of single unit;

As a matter of fact,if we assume the existence of a
variable representing the current real time
r:,ow:time
and if the processes have the following behaviour

. . . .,
single unit.request(now);
use theresource;
single unit.release;

. . . .'

then the scheduling will be done on a first come-first served
basis as before.
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3.2. Scheduling policies.

Before looking at some alternatives policies,let us
wonder why the FCFS strategy is not always adequate. We
consider the single resource scheduling just described.To
simplify suppose that n jobs arrive nearly simultaneously,
at a given time, in the order 1,2, •.• ,n. Suppose that the
asked resource is free at that time and no other jobs arrive later.

The problem is to determine the order in which the
resource will be granted to these n jobs.

Each job j:l •• n will be using the resource during a
2rocessing time p .• for each possible sequence of granting
J

(i.e. each policy) we can associate with each job a waiting
w ••

J

We define the flow time of a job j as:

f . = p. + w .
J

J

J

Obviously, in this scheduling the maximum flow time
of a job is independant of the sequence and equal to:

j:l •• n
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A

more interesting quantity (representing the average

satisfaction) is the mean flow time:
1

f =

n

- L
n

f.

J

j=l

This quantity is no longer independent of the sequencing. Let us take for example a set of four jobs arrived in
order 1,2,3,4 with processing times p. respectively equal
l.

to B,3,2,7. The sequencing of these jobs in order of arrival produces a mean flow time:

f

1,2,3,4

= 52/4

In another order we obtain:

f 3,2,4,1 -- 39/4
and thus we can see that the fCfS policy does not necessarily minimise the ~ean flow time.

Another quantity we are interested in, and which is
again dependant on the sequencing is the maximum waiting

For the same example we can find:

MW 1,2,3,4

= 13

M\rJ3,2,4,l = 12
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We CPn see that the maximum waiting time is mini~ised
if the longest job is the last to be granted the resource.
This remark leads us to execute the jobs in order of increasing processing time. Suppose each job provides the
scheduler with that information:

I

single unit.request(pi);

use the resource;
single unit.release;

then it can be proved that the mean flow time is minimised.
That policy is generally referred as the shortest job next
{SJN).

Now we ~ust recognize that very often jobs are not
equally important. For example t h ey could each bear one
of a fixed number of priorities:
pr:priority
where
~ p r i o r i t y = Minpriority •• Maxpriority
and scheduled according to that criterion:

single unit.request(pr.);
i

use the resource;
single unit.release;
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This policy does not mi n imise tl ,e maximum waiting
time. A. job of low priority(high value of pr) could even
be delayed indefinitely if more urgent jobs arrive continuously. Neither does it minimise the mean flow time.

However this idea of priorities could be usefully
generalised. With each job we associate a due date (or
deadline) d .• This could represent the time at which the
J

process would like to have finished using the resource.

Then we are interested in another quantity: the
lateness of a job j which is defined as:

1. = w . + p. J
J
J

d.

J

(Let us insist again that we have assumed for simplicity that all jobs present their requests at the same
time, but that simplification can be easily lifted and
all definitions and results generalized).

Suppose the jobs are scheduled according to their
deadlines:

single unit.request(d.);
.

J

use the resource;
single unit.release;
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It can be proved that this policy of sequencing the
jobs in order of non decreasing deadlines (Earliest Deadline
Next), wilJ minimise the maximum job lateness:

for example we could define the jobs' deadlines by
the formula:

p.

d. =
J

J

,t(

pr.
J

In that particular case, it could even be shewn that,
if we define the mean weighted flow time as:

Lf
n

1

wf

=

n

or

. 1
J=
M.

wf' =

~

L
i•-t.

p~.
J

;.d.
\l,. ~

1
~~~

these quantities are minimised by the policy .of earliest
deadline next.

The remarks made in this section will be useful in
the remainder of this report.

4.

' : ' L COrJCtl-'T

LI~

V1HlUAl.

;Al.HINE.

At the beginning of this report we decided to model the
whole computer configuration by a single resource which could
be granted to users. The so called "receptionist" could be
implemented by a human operator.

Instead it could also be

implemented by a batching operating system providing automatic job to job transition.
In fact the computer configuration is not an indivisible
unit of resource.

It is rather a structured set of resources,

and this brings us some problems (or rather wil)

permit many

improvements).
The first one is related to efficiency.

At a given time

a program does not need all the resources available in the
configuration. Thus the other resources remain idle d1Jring
that time. They could have been used by another program.
The second one is concerned with giving fair service
to all. In section 3 we saw that the quality of service an
operating system offers can be represented by a deadline
for each job. But suppose a job has been given the whole
configuration and then another job with a much earlier deadline arrives. There is nothing we can do since the configuration is considered as a single and non preemptible resource.
If instead users ask in a more dynamic way for subsets of
the resources,it will be possible to allow internal overtaking
improving in this manner the fairness of service.
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So thEre is a need to share the installation resources
between a number of users who will be active simultaneously.
But if we do not take care, this will make their tasks very
difficult. What we aim to provide each user with is a computer as easy to use as if he was the only user. Thus we give
him a virtual machine which is composed at each moment of
a subset of all the actual resources of the configuration.

Obviously we cannot provide an infinite number of
such virtual machines. The maximum number Maxvm will be
a function of the quantity of resources to be shared. Each
one will be identified by its number:

~

vmid = l •• Maxvm

All thes~virtual machines are mapped onto the unique
actual machine. In particular, once a virtual machine has
been granted to a user, it receives a given proportion of
C.P.U. attention. That part of the mapping is the responsibility of the dispatcher inside the nucleus and will
be discussed later. We only deal now with the allocation
and release of virtual machines. This will be described
by a monitor
vmalloc: monitor
which distributes the available virtual machines:
avail: p uwerset vmid
according to the now classical scheme:
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vmaJloc: monitor
begin
avail: powerset vmid;more: condition;
function request(d:deadline):vmid;
beoin
if avail= (

1

do more.wait(d);

request from avail
end of reqtJest;
procedure release(myvm:vmid);
begin
avail: \Jtmyvm1; more. signal
e-nd of release;
avail:=range(l •• Maxvm)
end of vmalloc;
Now each virtual machine will be described as an instance of a class:
virtualmachine:class
and recorded in:
Vm: array vmid

of virtualmachine

Each such virtual machine will define ~n interface
between the executed program and the actual resources. In
particular the previously defined spuoling technique
will be implemented by one input and one output stream
controlled hy monitors inside each v.m.
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We provide also for the initialisetions a special
function
procedure startexecution(c:characteristics)
where a parameter of type:
~characteristics= record
dlne:deadline;

__

end·,
records the main characteristics of the virtual machines,
which can be described as:

class virtualmachine
beqin
me:vmid; char:characteristics;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);note:as defined in 2.2;
procedure startexecution(c:characteristics);
char:=c;
note:

the user program reads its input data
or prints its output d8ta by calling
inbuffer.remove or outbuffer.sppend,
as if a card reader and a line printer
were perman e ntly as s igned to itself;

end of virtuaJmachine;

The system is driven by the inputter cyclic
process which recognizes the jobs as beginning by
a

,, t:

//

~job delimiter:
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inputler:process
begin
c:characteristics;
p:portion;
current:vmid;
repeat begin
p:=cardre a der.get;
i f

p =

11

$j O b

11

then begin
c:= e. xtract informations from(p);
current:=vmalloc.request(c.dlne);
Vm[current] . . startexecution ( c)
end
else Vm(current} .inbuffer.ap p end(p)
end
end of inputter;

remar k :
In fact the scheduled allocation of virtual
machines is not necessary in this case. It would
become interesting if there were ~ore than one
card reader in the configuration. The only modification in that case wo uld be to associate a
new inputter process with each additionnal card
reader.
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In the same way, to impJement sharing of H,P line
printer we introduce. an outriutter process. But tt ,is
process will need to know which output streams nre
to be printed, and in what order. So we insert between the virtual rachines and the outputter a monitor:
outputstream: monitor
with two entries:
procedure print(me:vmid;d:deadline);
invoked by the virtual machines and indicating that
an output stream is to be printed,and
function next:vmid;
invoked by the outputter and as l ing which is the next
stream to be printed.

The last item in an output stream is,by convention, alwa~s "$end of stream". So in general the two
last operations to be performed by a virtual machine
when the job is finished wilJ be:
outbuffer.arpend("~end of stream");
outputstream.print(me,char.dlne);

This outputstream monitor can be rlescribed as
follows:
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out p utstream: monitor
begin
current : ( vm id , nu 11 ) ;
busy,more:condition;
procedure print(me:vmid;d:deadline);
begin
if current~ null do busy.wait(d);
current:=me;
more.signal
end;
function next:vmid;
begin
current:=null;
busy.signal;
if current= null do more.wait;
next:=current
end;
c1Jrrent:=null
end of outputstream;

remark:
In fact a slight modification could permit the virtual machine to initiate the output
stream printing before this stream is fully
completed. But in this case it must support
both the price of eventually keeping the printer waiting, and the responsibility of not
blocking it indefinitely.
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The corresponding outputter procesf is:

outputter: process
begin
current:vmid;
p:portion;
repeat begin
current:= □ utputstream.next;

p:=all blanks;
while p ~ "\end of stream" do
begin
p:=Vm [current1 .outbuffer.remove;
lineprinter.put(p)
end;
vmalloc.relense(current)
end
end of outputter;

With all these conponents our system MINOS 3
is now nearly completed. Of course there are many
adj<1stments still necessary to make it realistic.
The reader is particularly invited to develop the
monitors representing the various hardw?re peripherals(cardreader,lineprinter,disc).

The overall structure of the system c2n be
describP.d:
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~-',Ii\.05 J:

syste m

beqin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream:monitor;
inputter,outputter:process;
class virtualmachine
begin me:vmid; char:characteristics;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);
P.rocedure startexecution(c:characteristics);
char:=c;
procedure stopexecution;
I

beqin
outbuffer.append("1end of stream");
outputs tr ea :r1 • print (me, ch a r. d l n e )
~;

end of virtua~machine;
Vm: array vm.i,d of virtuaJmachine;
note: the us~r programs have at their disposition
"inputter.remove" and "outputter.append" for
their i/o operations. Each period of activity of a virtual machine begins by a call on
"startexecution" and ends with a call on
"stopexecution;
end of MINOS~;

There is however one improvement we would like
to see in this version. It concerns the printing of
the output streams. Suppose a job generates a very
long output stream and the outputter begins to process it.Then another job, with a much earlier deadline arrives, asking to print a · very short stream
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for example. It would be nice if we could permit this form
of limited preemption. In fact this modification is cheap
enough to implement. Suppose we can refer to the earliest
deadline of a program waiting on a condition c by the primitive function:
c.min
Then we shall permit access to that value for the "busy"
queue of the outputstream monitor by adding a new entry to
this monitor:
function earliest: deadline
We shall also add another function to the same monitor
which will be invoked by the "outputter" process whenever
it finishes printing a stream or postpones temporarily
that printing:
procedure change(carriedout: boolean)
The "outputter" process will thus check after printing
each form whether there is a more urgent user than the
one whose stream is now being printed.
Each end-of-form occurence can be detected after printing
a line by testing the resulting value of a boolean function
supposed provided by the monitor representing the line
printer:
function endofform: boolean

Both the modified outputter process and the outputstream
monitor can be given:
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outputstream: monitor;
begin
current: record id:(vrnid,null) ;d:deadline end;
trueend: boolean;
busy,more,finished: condition;
procedure print(me:vrnid;d:deadline);
repeat
if current.id~ null do busy.wait(d);
current:=(me,d); more.signal;
finished.wait
until trueend;
procedure change(carriedout: boolean);
begin
trueend:=carriedout;
finished.signal

function next: record id:vrnid;d:deadline end;
begin

•·

current.id:=null; busy.signal;
if current.id= null do more.wait;
next:=current

function earliest;
earliest:= busy.min;
current:=(null,O);
trueend:=false
end of outputstream;
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outputter: process;
begin
current: record id:vmid; d:deadline end:

p,q: portion;
repeat begin
current:=outputstream.next;
repeat loop
begin
p:=Vm[current.id~.outbuffer.remove;
if p="$endofstream" do
begin
outputstream.change(true);
vmalloc.release(current.id); exit loop;

lineprinter.put(p);
if lineprinter.endofform do
begin
if outputstream.earliest (current.a do
begin
outputstream.change(false);
exit loop

q:=(current job identification,page number);
lineprinter.put(q)
end
end of loop;
end
end of outputter;
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The main price for this improvement will be supported by
the computer operator who will have to sort the printed f~rms
and to send them to their respective owners. But since output
stream switching is unlikely to occur frequently, this will be
a very supportable load for him.

Anyway, it is possible to limit like in the THE system
the possibility of;stream switching by trying to print a
given number of forms (say twenty), before eventually changing.
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In this section we have been concerned with permitting the users to
share:
1) the main processor time.
We gave each of them a virtual processor which receives effectively
a part of the actual processor time. The strategies for distribution

'

of actual processor attention to the active virtual machines will
be discussed later in section 7.

I

2) the input and output equipment.
The card reader for example has been described as a monitor. In order
to share this device we have defined inside each virtual machine a
monitor "inbuffer" which represents a virtual card reader. In the
same way each user permanently ownes a virtual line printer represented
by the monitor "outbuffer".

In both cases the users have not to consider the problems of virtual to
actual mapping. They are offered .virtual resources which are as easy to
use as actual ones. Even the introduction of limited preemption for the
printing of results is totally transparent for the users.

But for the moment we have avoided considering one fundamental resource in the computer configuration, namely the main store. We have now
to tackle this problem.
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5. Store Allocation.~)

The main store can be viewed as an array:
mainstore:

array D •• M-1 of word

so,what we want to provide each user with is also an
array:
virtualstore:

array D •• V-1 of word

Each element of mainstore or virtualstore may be
accessed respectively by an address of type:

.. M-1

~

Madd =

□

~

Vadd =

o•• V-1

In fact the user programs will need two main
operations on their v i rtual store:

function fetch(v:Vadd):word
which delivers the content of virtualstore[vJ,and

procedure a r. sign(v:Vadd;w:word)
which stores the value win virtualstore[v].

<•>

In this section we borrow heavily from references [6] and
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(.30]

5.1. Monoprogramming

So we are concerned with mapping virtual stores onto
the computer main store. The simplest way to do that is to
allocate the whole store to only one virtual machine for
all its activity period.
The application is then strnightforward. The only
thing to consider is that a part of the main memory is
permanently allocated to the system itself. So we have
to use only the remaining part:

user

space

This user space is allocated to one virtual machine
at a time by the simple allocator:
mainstore allocator: monitor
begin busy:boolean; nonbusy:condition;
procedure request(d:deadline);
{if busy then nonbusy.wait(d) ;busy:=true
procedure release;
lbusy:=false; nonbusy.signallj
busy:=false
end of mainstore allocator;
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ij

The two entries of this monitor will be invoked
at suitable moments by the virtual machines. The
"release" procedure will be called as part of the
"stop execution" procedure. The "request" entry will
be called the first time the user attempt to refer
his virtual store by means of "fetch" or "assign".

The overall structure of the system may be
summarized by the following description :
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MINOS 4: system
begin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream,
mainstore allocator: monitor;
inputter,outputter: process;
constant start: integer; note first address of usable store;
class virtualmachine
begin me:vmid;char:characteristics;initstore:boolean;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);
internal procedure getstore;
begin
mainstore allocator.request(char.dlne);initstore:=true
end of getstore;
function fetch(v:Vadd) :word;
begin
i f , ini ts tore do gets tore; fetch: =mains tore [v+start]
end of fetch;
procedure assign(v:Vadd;w:word);
begin
if , ini ts tore ·do · gets tore ;mains tore [v+start] :=w
end of assign;
procedure startexecution(c:characteristics);
char:=c;
procedure stopexecution;
begin
mainstore allocator.release;initstore:=false;
outbuffer.append("$end of' stream");
outputstream.print(me;~h~r.dJ.ne)
end of stope~ecution;
initstore:=false
end of virtualmachine;
Vm:array vinid of virtualmachine;
note the virtual stores can only be accessed by
the entries "fetch" and "assign"
end of minos 4;
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5 .2. ~ultinrogrn ~ming.

It becomes clear thatwith the previous monoprogramming
technique we are again confronted with the same problem we
met in the output of programs' results streams.

If an urgent

program arrives and a very long but less urgent program is
occupying the store, there is nothing we can do. But before
considering as above the solution of introducing preemption,
we shall try to take advantage of the relative flexibility
of this particular resource to avoid using this extreme
method.
furthermore it is extremely ine\ti~lt~t . to allocate
the whole main store to only one virtual machine. When the
owner of that machine issues an operation on his virtual
card reader or line printer, he may have to wait a non negligible time before that operation is completed. During
this time the central processor may remain idle because
the other active virtual machines have not got their store.
So these are strong incentives to accomodate more
than one program in store at the same time. We are now
going to descr i be some virtual to actual memory mappings
wh ich implements that policy.
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5.2.J. Fixed Partitions.

The simplest way to share a given amount of core
storage between several virtual machines is to divide
it in fixed sizes partitions and to allocate such a
partition to each virtual machine.

Let us suppose at first that we have divided the
mainstore not used by the system in P partitions of K
words each:
~partition= O.• P-1
The modifications on our previous model will be
only slight. We have mainly to transform the mainstore
sc heduler:
mainstore allocator:manitor
begin
avail:powerset partition;
more:condition;
function request(d:deadline):partition;
begin
if avail = r J do more.wait(d);
~quest fro m avail
end;
procedure release(whichone:partition);
beqin
avail:Utwhichon~;
more. signal _
~;

avail: =range(O •• P-1)
end of mainstore allocator;
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lt seems that we have fulfiJled the first objective mentioned to introduce multiprogramming.

A possibility

of overtaking has been introduced as far as the store is
concerned. But what happens if P long programs are occupying all the partitions and a more urgent program arrives? We are then in a no better situation than before.
This situation will be met in many other circumstances.
So what we must guarantee is that at least S partitions
( S < P) are always reserved for short jobs. The simplest
way to ensure that this condition remains tEue is to force the long programs to acquire one unit of an artificial
resource (of which there are P-5 available at the begin•
ning.) before claiming a store partition.
The programs are categorized in a class from
~

classtype = (short,long)

according to an indication of limit time given on the
$job card, and this is recorded in the program characte~
ristics:
type characterist.ics, - record
dlne:deadline;
myclass: classtype;
end;
The inputter process is supposedly modified to pass
that information to the virtual machine allocated to the
job.
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T IIE' a c q u i s i t i on o f
1ed L1y a monitor.

a r t i f i c i a J. r e s u , 1 r c.: e ~ i s cont r o J -

Since at tf1is stage we do not need to

provide the ~o~~~ with the identity of the resource in questiont we declare another

class which will be used again

l6ter:

clas s

~rti ficial resource(Max:inteaer)

monitor begin
aVdil,O •• Max;
r-iore: condition;

P.5..~..::~- •!..! request ( d : dead 1 in e ; ho wm u c h : 0 •• Max ) ;
b1.~gin
if !1Q.! more.empty and d~more.min do more.weit(d);
whi

l e av a i l

<

ho wm u ch do more • wa i t ( d ) ;

avflila-howmuch;
more.signal
~;

p rocedure r~lease(howmuch:O •• Max);
begin
ava il:+howmuch;

~.

more.signal
avail:=Max
end of artificial resource;

remark 1:

"empty" is an operator which indicates if there are some

processes waiting on a particular condition and "min" is another
onp, which returns the minimum deadline value specified by a waiting
process ore negative value if none is waiting. Thus, the first
instruction of the "request" procedure is intended to guarantee
that a "greedy" process will never be indefinitely overtaken by
other ones having longer deadline but requesting less units.

,.

Note also the signal at the end of
the "request" procedure which may permit to another
program to be granted its artificial resourceSif there
are enough.

remark 2:
We made in the previous discussion two implicit
approximations that we have to justify. The first one
assumed that the "limit time" given by the user corresponds to the actual running time for the program.
In fact it is probably sufficient that these two quantities being correlated. We shall see in section 8
how it is usually possible to enforce that property.
The second simplification voluntarily confused that
total running time and the utilization time for a given resource(here the main store resource).This permitted us to compute only one class type for a job although
to be consistent we would have needed one for each resource kind.

In the particular case discussed,it is

likely that the two quantities will be again strongly
correlated.

If that was not true, an evaluation of how

much a long job which uses a given resource during a
short time could be prejudiced might be done and according to the conclusions, the appropriate extensions
be implemented.
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remark 3:

Of course it will be convenient on some occasions
to have closer control on the "dispersion bounds"
by a more precise job classification, for example:

type classtype' = (short,medium,long)

The only thing to do will be to declare more
instances of the previous monitor class.

We can n ~ w give the updated version of our
system:
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MINOS 5: system
begin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream:monitor;
mainstore allocator:monitor; note as described in this
- - section;
longcontrol:artificial resource(P-S); note where Pis the
total number of partitions ands the number reserved
for short jobs;
outputter:process; note as before;
inputter:process; ~ with the modification .of taking
information on the job card and passing it as a
parameter to a virtual machine;
constant start: integer;
class virtual machine
•
begin me:vmid;char:characteristics;initstore:boolean;
part:partition;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);
-internal procedure gets tore;
begin
if char.myclass=long do longcontrol.request(char.dlne,l);
part:=mainstore allocator.request(char.dlne);
initscore:=true
end of getstore;
functfon fetch(v:Vadd) :word;
begin if linitstore do getstore;
fetch:= mainstore[v+start+k*part]
end of fetch;
procedure assign(v:Vadd;w:word);
be<Jin if I ini ts tore do gets tore;
mainstore[v+start+k*part] := w
end of assign;
procedure start execution(c:characteristics);.
char:=c;
procedure stop execution;
begin
if char.myclass = long do .longcontrol.release(l);
mainstoreallocator.release(part);
initstore:=false;
outbuffer.append("$end of stream");
outputstream. print (me, char. dlne) ·
end of stop execution;
initstore:=false
end of virtual machine;
vm: arra~ vmid ~ virtual machine;
end of minos 5;
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Un thi s version w~ can agRin ma ~ e some comments:

remark 1:

Each user has at his disposition a vir-

·tual store of length K. He can access any word of
virtualstore:

array O •• K-1 of word

by an address of type
~

remark 2:

Vedd = o •• K-1

The fetch and assign procedure implement

a translation mapping. This transformation is usually called relocation. There are two ways of implementing such a scheme. The first is to add a given
quantity to all adresses in the program when the
affected partition is known and before execution.
That is called static relocation .Alternatively,
following more clos~ly our abstract representation,
this could be accomplished dynamically by the hardware at execution time.

A hardware register called

the base register is loaded with the relocation
quantity and all adresses added to it.

remark 3:

In allowing several programs to coexist

in main store we introduce the danger that one may
destroy data in another program partition. So in
each virtual machine we must implement a protection
method. This could be implemented as a limit regis-
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tf'r

wt

ic h is sPt to tr ,e upper addresf' t! •at can be

used by the virtual machine. If

B

generated address

is higher than this limit, an error routine is called.

remnrk 4:

So far we have assumed that er.ch program

could fit in one partition. Since this is not always true we have to define a strategy extending
the previous scheme and permitting execution of
larger programs. The first idea for solving this
problem is to allow virtual machines to request
more than one partitions of main store. But if
these partitions are not contiguous, we need more than one pair pf base and limit registers.
Followi~g th i s last remark, the reader
is invited to develop an updated version of the
MINOS 5 system.
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5.2.2. Variable Partitions.

One common characteristic of all solutions using fixed
partitions is that there is an amount of unused core memory
at the end of each partition:

start+k-->►■

virtual store #2
partition

'/12

start+2k
partition f/3

Greater efficiency in the use of core storage will be
obtained if we could adapt the partition sizes dynamically
to the programs' sizes. The number of programs running concurrently is then variable and there is only one unused
portion of core store at one end of the main sto~e.

Furthermore this will solve the problem raised at the
end of the previous section by permitting us to accomodate
programs of all sizes up to the total quantity of available
store not used by the system.
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start

'/12
store .:/13

virtual store
virtual

virtual store

:/f4

M-1
So we suppose

that the user provide with his fjob card

the size of virtual store he wants his virtual machine to have.
This information is recorded as a characteristic of the job:

type characteristics= record
dlne: deadline;
myclass:

classtype;

size: l •• M-start;

end;

Thus we need to alter the mainstore scheduler. Since the
.

I

virtual machines will release main store in a different order
f rem that in whi.ch the.y have acquired it, we are faced with the
problem of holes,

i.e. unused areas between two used areas. The

simplest way to solve it is to move up all areas that are under
a hole. Such an operation is usually called compaFtion.
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T h is fir s t

~im p lR vari Rble partitions resource

allocator may be described as:

mainstore allocator: monitor
begin
avail:0 •• A ; ~ :

where A= M-start;

more:condition;
last:vmid;
function request(me:vmid;size:l .• A;d:deadline):Madd;
beain

if not more.empty and d')more.min do
-~hile avail ( si7e
more.wait(d);

more.wait(d);

~

request:=M-avail;
avail:-size;
last:=me;
more.signal
end of request;
procedure relense(me:vmid;size:l •• A);
begin
avail:+size;
if last~ me do move up;
more.signal
end of release;
avail:=A
end of mainstore allocator;

For the moment we keep the function "m~ve up" at
this level of abstraction.
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Many difficulties could be recn9nized in this scheme
The operation "move up" may imply one or several relocation of a program during its residence period. So the
mapping of virtual store onto main store becomes now
dynamic. In particular some hardware mechanism(e.g. base registers) for dynamic relocation becomes necessary.

The same operation involves the movement of a lot of
informations in main store, and hence a lot of CPU activity. Thus, since there is nothing we can do about the
delay caused by this operation, we must first try to
reduce the frequency of its invocation.

The simplest way to achieve that is to maintain a
record of all the portions of core store freed by programs:
freestore: powerset hole
where
~

hole= record
startadd:Madd;
length:D •• A
end;

When a virtual machine requests memory and there is
enough to give it,we first search the free portions to
see if one is large enough.If none is found,then the
"move up" operation is invoked.
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rnainstore allocntor: m,,nitor
hegin
avail:D •• A; more:condition;
h:hole; freestore: powerset hoJe;
function request(me:vmid;size:l •• A;d:deadline):Madd;
begin

..if not more.empty .w::u1 d ~more. min do more.wait ( d) -;
wr:ile avail( size. do more.wait(d); avail:-size;
repeat beoin
for h in freestore do with h do
i f length~ size

2.9.

beain
freestore:-h;request:=startadd;
i f length> size do

begin
startadd:~size;length:-size;freestore:nh
end·
_,
more.signal;
exit request
end;
move up
end of repeat;
end of request;
procedure release(me:vmid;size:l •• A;where:Madd);
begin
h.length:=size;h.startadd:=where;
avail:+size;freestore: I'\ h;
more.signal
end of release;
avail:=A;
freestore:=[(start,A)]
end of mainstore allocator;
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In this description we overlooked two important
facts that could further reduce th~number of "move up"
operations:

G)

Whenever a hole is created by a program releasing
memory, we might check whether the created hole is
adjacent to an already existing one and if so we
could merge these adjacent holes into one, permitting
perhaps a further program to be fitted in without
rearranging the partitions.

0

Our search in the set of free memory portions
was aimed mainly at finding a hole big enough to
accomodate the outstanding program.Another strategy
(usually know as "best-fit" by opposition to
"first-fit") would have been to search for the
smal l est hole large enough to accomodate the
program. One way of doing this would be to keep
a list of the existing holes ordered by increasing sizes:
freestore:

sequence hole

and to do the search in that order.
Many other strategies could be defined to improve this scheme further.

The reader is encouraged to

design and describe some of them. But each time such a
solution is proposed we must have a careful look at the
balance between the improvement achieved and the
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overhead introduced by the new strategy.

If the relocation

frequency is low enough with the described technique,it
will perhaps be sufficient.
But we have not yet quite finished with the variable
partitions store allocator. Two nasty problems remain to be
solved
first a virtual machine must not be allowed to execute its program when the corresponding virtual store is being
relocated.
Conversely the allocator must not be allowed to relocate a virtual memory when an input/output operation relating to part of it has been initiated but not yet completed.
Thus we must implement two blocking mechanisms which
could be defined at one of the three following levels:
-

a word of virtual memory.

-

a whole virtual memory
all the virtual memories

In the first possibility we would have to define for
each word of virtual memory:
- whether it is being relocated and cannot be accessed
by the virtual machine.
whether it is being used as an i/o transfer area,
and cannot be relocated until the i/o operation is
completed.
This approach seems unrealistic because it would requi-

re very expensive hardware mechanisms to be implemented
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efficiently.

The second approach is more feasible and the

reader is asked to develop the corresponding algorithm. We
shall give instead an algorithm corresponding to the third
approach.
first we must extend the mainstore allocator with some
additional entries:
procedure lock
which signals that a virtual machine has initiated an i/o
operation;
procedure unlock
which signals that the previous i/o operation is now completed;
function have I been moved{me:vmid):{no,Madd)
which indicates whether the virtual memory of the calling
machine has been relocated and if so what is the new starting address.
We have also now to maintain some information on who
has been allocated mainstore and in what area. We then define a data structure:
owners:array vmid of record
where: Madd;
howmuch:

□

•. A;

notified: boolean;
next:

~;
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{vmid,null)

where:

i s the startin g addres s of the allocated partition.

howmuch: is the size of t h e partition.
notified: indicates if the virtual machine has been notified
of the most recent relocation.
next:

is a link enabling us to define an order on the
set of virtual machines owning a partition.

With this array we implement a list of mainstore owners
in order of increasing starting addresses:
olist:

(vmid,null)

On this list we define the following abstract operations:
□ list.first

give the first element of the list.

□ list.last

give the last element of the list.

olist.next(v:vmid)

give the element following v in
the list.

olist.insert(v:vmid) updates the link fields in order
to insert the element v in the
correct place.
olist.remove(v:vmid) updates the link fields in order
to remove the element v from the
list.

T he reader is ~ncouraged to undertake the implementation of these abstract operations as an exercise.

We can then write the mainstore allocator:
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~~instore aJlocator: monitor
begin avail:D •• A; freestore:~owerset hole;h:hole;more:condition;
lockcount:intener;lockfree:condition;relocating:boolean;
endreloc:condition;m:Madd;olist:(vmid,null);
owners:array vmid of record

where:Madd;howmuch: □

•. A;

notified:boolean;next:(vmid,null)
~;

function request(m~~vmid;size:l •• A;d:deadline):Madd;
begin

if oA:t more.empty a!lf! d,>more.min g_g_ more.wait(d);

while avail< size do more.wait(d); avail:-size;
repeat lo o p begin
for h in freestore do with h £E_

U

length~ size ~
begin frecstore:-h;m:=startadd;
if length> size do begin startadd:+size;
length:-size; freestore:nh;
end;

exit loop
end;
move up; note this abstract operation is described later;
~

of repeat;

ownerstme):=(m,size,true,null);
olist.insert(me);
request:= m;
more.signal
end of request;

procedure release(me:vmid;size:1 •• A;where:Madd);
b ecin h.length:=size;h.startadd:=where;avail:+size;
' freestore:"h;olist.remove(me);more.signal
end of release;

..• I . ..
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procedure lock;
lockcount:+1;
procedure unlock;
begin
lockcount:-1; if

lockcount= □

do lockfree.signal

-

end of unlock;

function have I been moved(me:vmid):(no,Madd);
begin

!.!, relocating do
begin endreloc.wait;endreloc.signal end;

l,!

ownerstme).notified
then have I been moved:= no
else begin
have I been moved:= ownerslmeJ.where;
ownerslme).notified:= true
end

end of have I been moved;

initialization:be o in
avail:=A;
f reestore: = ((start, A)) ;
lockcount:= □;

olis -t := null
end
end of mainstore allocator;
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Tie

ab s tract operation "move up" being described as follows:

~rocedure movP. up;
ber:iin
index:Madu;current:vmid;
relocating:=true;
i f lo c k co u n t) D do 1 o ck free • wait ;
index:=start;
current:=olist.first;
while current~ olist.last do
begin
~ ownerstcurrentJeE. move one; ~ see below;
current:= olist.next(current)
end·
_,
freestore:=[(index,avail));
relocating:=false; endreloc.signal
end of move up;
with again the abstract operation "move one" described as follows:
procedure move one;
begin
i:integer;
if index~ where g_g_
begin
for i:D •• howmuch-1 do
---;;;ainstore lindex+i.J : = mainstore(.where+i);
where:=index
end;
Wex:+howmuch
end of move one;
(of course, if available in the hardware, an instruction
"move character string" could be used to implement this
description)
We can now give the overall structure of the new
system:
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We must insist that what we presented above is only an

remark 3:

abstract description. Our choice to stay sometimes at a highly
abstract level of functional specification may produce some
apparent heavyness in the programs. But we have to bear in mind
that the transformation from these behavioural specifications
to implementation specifications may sometimes involve some
important simplifications. In particular a suitable hardware
implementation of the most frequently called functions can
be found.

A typical case will be the implementation of instructions
such as:
fetch:= mainstore base+v
by using a base register hardware mechanism, or
if v

size do goto error

by using a limit register feature.

The same limit register feature can also be used to implement functions such as:
if

initstore do getstore

If the limit register is set equal to the base register, the
first memory reference will cause a call to the error procedure
where this special first call will provocate the sequence of
actions described in the procedure "getstore".(The same mechanism can be used to call the procedure "have I been ~oved" when
necessary) .

~

(Note, however, that in the previous description we suppose
the procedures "fetch" and "assign" being implemented as
indivisible operations.

If this was not the case unpredictible

modifications of the variables "answ" and "base" could occur.)
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MINOS 6: system
benin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream:monitor;~ as before;
mainstore allocator:monitor;n as described in this section;
longcontrol:artificial resou~e(A-5);
outputter,inputter:process;
class virtual machine
begin me:vmid;char:charocteristics;base:Madd;initstore:boolean;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);~ inside these monitors,the
disc input or output operations must be preceede..by
"mainstore allocator.lock" and followed by
"mainstore allocator.unlock";
internal procedure getstore;
begin
i f char.myclass=long do longcontrol.request(char.dlne,char.size);
base:=mainstore allocator.request(me,char.size,char.dlne);
initstore:=true
end of getstore
in~nal procedure checkstore(v:Vadd);
beain answ:(no,Madd); i f v~size ~ goto error;
answ:=mainstare allocator.have I been moved(me);
if answ j no do base:=answ
end of checkstore;
fu~ion fetch(v:Vadd):word;
begin if ,initstore ~ getstore;checkstore(v);
fetch:=mainstoretbase+vl
end of fetch;
pr~dure assign(v;Vadd;w:word);
begin if.,initstore <1£ getstore;checkstore(v);
mainstore[base+v1 :=w
end of assign;
procedure start execution(c:characteristics);
char:=c;
procedure stop execution;
begin
if char.myclass=long .E.E. longcontrol.rele·ase(char.size);
mainstore allocator.release(me,char.size,base);
initstore:=false;
outbuffer.append("tend of stream");outputstream.print(me,char.dlne)
~ of stop execution;
error: ••. ,
initialization:
initstore:=false
end of virtual machine;
Vm:array vmip of virtual machine;
end of MINOS 6;

-

-

-
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re mark l:

Tlie choice of blocking relocation wr1en one

user is having an i/o operation, or blocking all
users during a relocation may seem expensive. In
fact if the relocation operation is not very frequent,it is quite justified. The extra overhead
intro d uced by a more complex solution will probably not be paid for by the saved time -if any- •

remark 2:

In the presented scheme the "move up" ope-

ration is called from inside the procedure "request"
on behalf of one particular virtual machine. That
means that when we shall try to charge each user
for its utilization of the configuration(section 8),
we shall have to do something about such a~ unfair
charging. The simplest way to solve that problem
will be to dedicate a particular process
c ompacter:process
for that purpose. That process will be usually
waiting inside the mainstore allocator on an additionnal condition:
compaction to be done: condition
The "move up" operation in the "request" procedure
will then have to be replaced by:
compaction to be done.signal
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5.3. Preemptive store allocation.
5.3.1. Roll in - Roll out: semi preemption.
So far we are not yet very satisfied with our mapping
of virtual stores onto main store. Suppose a program is involved in a long i/o operation. During all this time it will
not use its allocated partition of store. So we could have
allowed another one to use it. Let us give an example of
such a waiting possibility. In our configuration there is
an operator console that we represent by a monitor:
opconsole: monitor
and from time to time certain programs need to interrogate
the operator using the monitor entry:
function read(me:vmid):portion
Since this can last a long time, the virtual machine can
lendback its allocated partition before the operation and
reacquire it afterwards. Meanwhile it could be given to
another virtual machine. The reacquisition of the lentback
partitio~ will be made on the normal deadline basis.
We shall try to implement this facility on the fixed
partitions system Minos 5. We define the mainstore space as
mainstore: .array Mp artition of partition
where
type Mpartition = O •• M-1
and
type partition= array O .• partitionsize-1 of word
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Of course we shall need some backing store in order to
be able to store a lentback partition. for this purpose we
shall use a drum and the associated space will be described
as:
drumstore:

array Dpartition of partition

where
type Dpartition =

□

.. D-1

We suppose that drum may be represented by the following
monitor:

drum:monitor
begin
freedrumstore:

powerset Dpartition;

function swapout(mp:Mpartition):Dpartition;
begin dp:Dpartition;
dp from freedrumstore;dru~sloretdp1:=mainstoretmp1;
swapout:=dp
end of swapout;
procedure swapin(mp:Mpartition;dp:Dpartition);
begin
mains tore (mp): =drums tore [dp);
fre E' dru rr. store: v dp
end of swapin;
initialisation:
freedrumstore:=range(D •. D-1);
note:

the exhaustion of drumstore is supposed unfrequent
enough to be forgotten

end of drum;
~

ll

The notation mainstoretmp1:=drumstoretdp1 being a shorthand
for:
for i:D •• partitionsize-1

~

mainstore[mp,i1:=drumstore(dp,i};
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The store alloc8tjon munitor will now have two
additionnal responsibilities. First when the entry
procedure lendback(me:vmid)
is invoked, the partition owned by the program must
become a candidate for swapping and preemption. Secondly when a program asks to acquire a partition by
function request(me:vmid;d:cieadline):Mpartition
it must check if this progr~m has already acquired and
lendback a partition.

In this case,

and if the partition

has been allocated to another, a swap-in operation must
be executed to restore a new partition.
So this monitor will now have to know the situation
of each virtual memory:
situation:

array vmid of record
swappable:

toe.in:
foe.out:

boo! ean;

(Mpat'tition,null);
(Dplirtition,null)

end·
___.....,
To make its task easier,the number of partitions
that can be preempted is recorded in:
nbswa ., pable:integer
This store aJlocator and the corresronding system
could be described as follows:
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s tore alJocator: monitor
begin avail: powerset Mpartition; more: condition;
situation: array vmid of record swappable: boolean;
locin: (Mpartition,null);
locout: (Dpartition,null)
end·
_,
nbswapp able: integer; i: D•. Maxvm;
fu nction request(me:vmid;d:deadline):Mpartition;
begin m:Mpartition;
if si tuationtme1. locin = null do
begin
repeat loop begin
if avail~ empty do
begin m from a ~ i l ; ~ loop end;
i f nbswappable)O £2
begin i:= □; nbswappable:-1;
while i situation(i1.swappable do i:+l;
with situation (il w:2,
--;;gin locout:=drum.swapout(locin); m:=locin;
locin:=null; swappable:=false; exit loop
end
~;

more.wait(d)
end of loop;
with situationtmej do
begin locin:=m;
if locout ~ null do
begin drum.swapin(locin;locout);locout:=null end
end
end;
;I'th situationtrne)do
~ g i n swappable::Talse; request:=locin Ell!.£.
end of request;
pr~dure lendback(me:vmid);
beg i n s i t u at ion Cm eJ ► swap p ab 1 e : = t rue ;
nbswappable:+l; more.signal
end of lendback;
procedure release(rne:vrnid);
wit h situationCmeldo
~ g i n avail:nlocin; s wappeble:=false;
locin:=locout: =null; more.signal
end of release;
initiali s ation: begin avail:=range(O •• M-1); nbswappable:=0;
for i:vmid do situationli1:=(false,null,null)
end
end of s tore allocator;

.)
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Minos7: system
begin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream:monitor;
storeallocator:monitor;inputter,outputter:process;
virtual:artificialresource(M+D);n to avoid using more than drumstore;
longvirtual:artificialresource(M-S);
class virtualmachine;
begin
me:vmid;char:characteristics;base:Madd;initstore:boolean;
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);
internal procedure getstore;
begin
if char.myclass=long do longvirtual.request (char •.dlne,l);
virtual.request(char.al"ne,l); initstore:=true;
base:=storeallocator.request(me,char.dlneJ'Tpartitionsize+start
end of getstore;
Internal procedure checkstore(v:Vadd);
if v$ partitionsize do aoto error;
function fetch(v:Vadd) :wor;
begin
if not initstore do getstore;checkstore(v);
!etch:=mainstore[base+v]
end of fetch;
procedure assign(v:Vadd;w:word);
begin
if not initstore do getstore;checkstore(v);
mainstore[base+v] :=w
end of assign;
Fcedure askoperator(v:Vadd);
egin p:portion;i:inte~er;
storeallocator.lend ack(me);p:=opconsole.read(me);
base:=storeallocator.request(me,char.dlne)*partitionsize+start;
for i:=O to portionsize-1 do mainstore[base+v+i]:=p[i]
endc51" askoperator;
procedure startexecution(c:characteristics);
char:=c;
bro?edure stopexecution;
e~1.n
1.f char.myclass=long do longvirtual.release(l);
virtual.release(l);storeallocator.release(me);
initstore:=false;outbuffer.append("$end of stream'');
outputstream.pr1.nt(me,char.dlne)
end of stopexecution;
error: ••• implementation defined ••• ;
initialisation: initstore:=false
end of virtualmachine;
Vm:array vmid of virtualmachine
end of Minos 7 ;
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remark 1:

The implementation of the portion "p"

inside each virtual machine(see proced 11 re "askoperator") is necessary because the trnnsfer of
charncters from the teletype must not be done
directly into the user virtual store which can
be preempted.

remark 2:

We can see that no error test is done

at a monitor level. This is because all the mo~
niter's calls by the virtual machines are supposed correct.

It is not the same for calls from

a user onto his virtual machine. There many checks
must be performed to ensure that the various functions are used in the right way.
We take this opportunity to insist that
both the monitors and the virtual machines must
carefuJly be proven correct. We let the programmers no other choice than to use these parts. So,
in exchange, we must offer

the strong guaran-

tee that their behaviour is in exact concordence
with their aiven external specifications.
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5.4.~. Paging: full preemption.

One thing we have not yet taken advantage of is the
fact that a program is able to run even when only a part
of its code and data are present in main store, the remainder being held on bac~ing store until required. We could
thus try to extend the previously defined techniques in
that direction. Dividing the available store into page
frames, we delay the bringing of the pages of each program
into core,until they are actually required. The reader is
again suggested to develop a model of that kind.(he will
find helpful hints in [3 □j.)

Doing so we have introduced a new and important
feature in the virtual to actual mapping of store. This
technique will be of particular value in the case of a
multi-access environment where ~rogrems spend a lot of
time awaiting some human resronse and also in a debuggin~ environment where a high proportion of programs
fail durfng an early part of their execution.

However this technique has still some drawbacks.
first when a page is brought into core, it must go into
a fixed position in order that it may be correctly adres-
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ned 1, y thP. rurir, ing prociram.But it may happen that this
particular frame is also being used intensively by s ome
other concurrent program, and as a consequence a heavy

-.........

traffic will develop between main and backing store.Secondly several programs concurrently run may wish to
use the sa mP. piece of code or data. It is uneconomical
making two copies of such material, and much preferable
to permit several programs to share the same copy.
Another problem we have not yet talked about is
the case when the programmer needs a virtual store laraer than the main store.He could anyway organise himself
transfers of data and code between main and backing store. This is not an easy task for him, but since we decided not to provide the user with a much more sophisticated tool than the bare configuration,our first position
will be to ignore this problem. But thin k ing again about
it we reali7e that this programmer will not be in a position to simulate himself efficiently its extended virtual
store.He will know nothing about the number and the kind
of other programs which will be run concurrently with his
progra~.so if we want to ensure a good density of resource
utilization, we must take care of t his problem. (H,e same
ar gu nent can also justify our taking into account the code
or data s haring.)
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So,let us tacklP. the design of a new imrrovPd
scheme which will try to meet these 'stated requirements. We shall do that in two stages:

Stane 1:

We shalJ implement a so called

global virtual store on both the main store and a provided secondary store. This
virtual store will have the main properties of being large and easy to share.

Stage 2:

Then we shall define a scheme

allowing the sharing of this global virtual
store between a number of users.

In t he previous scheme we defined from the
mainstore a set of users' virtual stores:

User#l'_s V.s·.

Userf 2's V.S.

Main Store
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•••

User#n's V.S •

f,erc' , both from a rnainstore and

a drurn s tore, we

shall define the global virtual store with the required
characteristics, an t hen, like previously we shall share
this global virtual store between users!

>I

I

Userfl's V.S.

User.f2's V.S.

•••

Usert:n's V.S.

Global Virtual Store

Drum Store

Main Store
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Virtual Store Imp]ementation.

So let us first define the Global Virtual Store from
both Drum Store and Main Store. To pegin with let us describe abstractly these storage devices. We define them as:
mainstore: a r ray mainpageframe of page
drumstore: array drumpageframe of page
where
type mainpageframe

=
=

C •• M-1

D•. D-1
~ drumpageframe
type page = array line of word
type line = 0 •• L-1
A word is the machine dependant storage unit and
L represents the number of words on a page,
D the number of pages that will fit on the drum,and
M the number of pages that will fit in main store.

The allocation of main page frames and of drum page frames is controlled by two monitors:
mfree: frame alloc(M)
dfree: frame alloc(D)
where "frame alloc" is a class of monitors defined below
according to the classical sche me:
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class frame aJloc(N:integer)
monitor begin
pool: powerset O.• N-1;
nonempty: condition;
function acquire:D •• N-1;
begin
id: □

•. N-1;

if pool

=

t 1 do nonempty.wait;

id:::1oneof(pool);
poo.1t-id;
acqLl:i.re:=id
end of acquire;
procedure release(id:O •• N-1);
begin
pool: V {id];
nonempty.~ignal
end of release;
pool:=range(O •• N-1)
end of frame alloc;
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We s uppose t f1 at the drum dPvice may be represented
as s monitor:

drum: monitor
begin
procedure input(dest:mainpageframe;source:drumpageframe);
bP-gin
l:line;
for 1:0 •• L-1 do
destr1]:=source[ll
end;
procedure output(dest:drumpageframe;source:mainpageframe);
beoin
l:line;
for l:D •• L-1 do

__

destCll:=s □ urce[ll

end·,
end of drum;

As a matter of fact,in this application we might
use a sectored drum. The reader is asked to design a
more realistic description of such a device. A proposed
solution can be found in [61.
j
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Nr1w

ti .at

v1P

havr described the rnenn:. rit our di:: rHl-

sal, we must define the target structure we. want to offer
at the end. It will be structured as:
virtualstore:array virtualpageframe of virtualpage
where
~

virtualpageframe = O•• V-1

and "virtualpage" is a class of objects we are going to
def .ine and wt ,ich will provide the two main entries:
function fetch(l:line):word
~rocedure assign(l:line;w:word)
The description of these objects will then c:lefine the
mapping design from actual store(main store and drum
store) onto virtual store.
First we decide that the unit of exclusive access
to the virtual store is the virtual page. So each such
object will be described as a monitor:
class virt ualpage: monitor
Next we must record where each virtual page can
be found:
where: (in,out,clear)
I f the page is in mainstore(where=in), then its location

is recorded by:
m:mainpageframe
If the page is on the drum(where=out),then its location
is recorded by:
d:drumpagefra!'Tle
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A t l,ird pos s ibility is also aJlowed,that a pag~ i~ e~ual
to an "all clear" valuR(where=clear),in which case no
actual storage is allocated to it.

Consequently, in addition to the "fetch" and "assign"
entries previously defined,we have to provide two functions
which will have no effect on the apparent content of a virtual page, but which will ensure that the page occupies, or
does not occupy a main page frame:
procedure bringin
Rrocedure throwout

A first description of the virtual page monitors
could be written as follows:
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•

class virtual page
r:-,onitor begin
where: (in,out,clear);
m: mainpageframe;
d: drumpageframe;
procedure bring in;
if where~ in do
begin m:=mfree.acquire;
then mainstore[m] :=all clear
·-if where=clear
else _begin
drum.input(m,d); dfree.release(d)
end;
where:ain
end of bring in;
procedure throw out;
if where=in do
begin
d:=dfree.acquire; drum.output(~,d);
mfree.release(m); where:= out
end of throw out;
function fetch(l:line):word;
begin
bring in; fetch:=mainstore[m,1]
end of fetch;
procedure assign(l:line;w:word);
begin
bring in; mainstore[m,1] :=w
end of assign;
where:=clear
end of virtual page;

-
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It is

n □w

time to justify the title of this section.

We characterized paging as a fully preemptive store allocation algorithm. We have already met some kinds of non
preemptible scheduling algorithms.

In the previous section

an improved semi-preemptive scheme was presented which
permitted to take a resource from a virtual machine during
some particular periods (lendback periods) specified by
the virtual machine itself.

We want now to go further, by permitting a page to
be thrown out to drum at any time and the main page frame
it occupies released, ind~pendantly of the program running
on the virtual machine which may, or may not, be using it.

An independent process will be responsible for
throwing the pages out after they have been in store for
long enough:

discarder: process

In order to know which are the virtual pages occupying main store, the discarder process will interrogate a

table:

-

Mstate: array mainpageframe of (virtualpageframe,null)
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protected inside a monitor:

Mcontrol: monitor

by the mean of a function call:

function owner(m:mainpageframe):(virtualpageframe,null)

The same monitor will provide two other entries which will
be called at judicious moments

by the "bring in" and the

"throw out" procedures of the virtual pages:

procedure occupy(m:mainpageframe;v:virtualpegeframe)
Rrocedure free(m:mainpegeframe)

Its definition is straightforward:

Mcontrol: monitor;
begin

-

-

Mstate: array mainpageframe of (virtualpageframe,null);
function owner(m:mainpageframe):(virtualpageframe,null);
owner:=Mstate(m1;
procedure occupy(m:mainpageframe;v:virtualpegeframe);
Mstatelm1 := v;
procedure free(m:mainpageframe);
Mstate (m1

: = null;

-

for i:O •• M-1 do Mstate(i1:= null

-

end of Mcontrol;
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In order to decide when it is time to throw a page
out, the "discarder" process will need to control its execution speed. It will do so by calling the entry:

procedure waitabit

of a monitor:

timegiver: monitor

The same monitor will record a time change each time its
entry:

procedure tick

is invoked by a hardware implemented "clock" process.

timegiver:monitor;
begin
currenttime:integer; awake:condition;
constant abit: integer;
procedure tick;
begin currenttime:+l;
if currenttime:: abit do awake.signal
end of tick;
procedure waitabit;
begin

-

if currentime

-

-

<. abi t do awake.wait; current time: -abi t

end of waitabit;
currenttime:=0;

-

end of timegiver;
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So the description of the discarder process may be
given as:

discarder: process
repeat begin
which:(virtualpageframe,null);
m:mainpageframe;

-

for m:O •• M-1 do
begin
timegiver.waitabit;
which:= Mcontrol.owner(.hl)j
if which~ null do
virtualstore(which].throwout
end
end of discarder;

We could now give the updated versions of the procedures "bring in" and "throw out" of the virtualpage monitors. But before that let us present some improvements

a) the second chance algorithm.
When a page is discarded, it will frequently happen
that this page will be accessed again in a very near future and it is a pity to penalize the user with two unnecessary drum input/output operations. But how to know
if a page will be accessed again shortly? Several solutions could been proposed.· An obvious symptom that a page
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is going to be used again in a short time is that it has
been used in the recent past. So a cheap and efficient
enough solution is to associate with each page an indicator

usebit: boolean

which is set to true by any reference to the page, and
set to false by the discarder process. The page will be
effectively thrown out only if the discarder finds this
indicator set to false.

b} unchanged pages.
Another occasion when we can economize one actual
throwing out operation is when the page content has not
been changed since this page was brought in. We therefore introduce for each virtual page a variable:

changed: boolean

which is set to false when the page is brought in, and
set true by any invocation of the "assign" entry.
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c) locking.
When a page is involved in a direct peripheral transfer

it is usually necessary to ensure that the page is not

thrown out until the transfer is completed. Furthermore there
are occasions when we have to know the absolute mainpage address of a virtual page that is being locked. So for each
virtual page we provide the function:
function lock: mainpageframe
which locks this page in mainstore and returns its residence
address as a result.
We provide also another entry to reverse this effect:
procedure unlock
Since we accept that a virtual page may be shared among several virtual machines, it is essential that the page
remains locked until they have all unlocked it. So we shall
need a variable to record how many times a mainpageframe has
been locked:
lockount: array mainpageframe of integer
(this array must of course be protected against concurrent
access)

The reader is asked to find other improvements to this
whole algorithm and to propose other alternative solutions
which could also have been choosen, and to compare them with
the presented scheme which may be summarized in the following
description:
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class virtual page
mo,:,i 't:_~! ?_egin
constant myself: virtualpageframe;
where: (in,out,clear); m:mainpageframe; d:drumrageframe;
usebit,changed:boolean;
procedure bring in;
begin usebit:=true;
if where~ in do
begin m:= mfree.acquire;
if where= clear
then begin
mainstorelm) := all clear; changed:= true
end
else begin
drum.input(m,d);changed:=false
end;
where:=in; Mcontrol.occupy(m,myself)
end
end of bring in;
pr;z;dure throw out;
beain
if where=in &. lock count= □ &. , usebi t do
begin Mcontrol.free(m);
if changed do begin d:=dfree.acquire;drum.output(m,d) end·
mfree.release(m);where:=out
end;
usebit:=false
end of throw out;
fu;ction fetch(l:line):word;
begin bring in;fetch:=mainstoretm;l1 end of fetch;
procedure assign(l:line;w:word);
begin bring in; mainstore(m,11 :=w;
if 7changed do beqin dfree.release(d) ;changed:=true end
end of assign;
function lock:mainpageframe;
begin bring in;lockcounttm1:+l;lock:=m end of lock;
procedure unlock;
- lockcounttm1 :-1;
initialization: begin
where:=clear;
usebit:=changed:=false
end
end of virtual page;

~·
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5.4.2.2.

Virtual Store Sharino.

The problem is identicfll to previously enco11ntered
ones. Given a particular resource(the virtual store), we
must s~are it between users, making it as easy to use for
everyone as if they were alone to use it.
So, inside each virtual machine we implement a
"virtual-virtual store" :
VVstore: array vvpageframe of (virtualpageframe,nul1)
where
type vvpa~eframe =

□

•• VV-1

and VV, the maximum size of such a store is less than V.

We thus need a virtual page allocator:
vfree: frame alloc(V)
or,better, one which implements a deadline scheduling
policy like several we have already described.

With these.elements we can write the new version
of the system:
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MINOS B: system
begin
cardreader,lineprinter,disc,vmalloc,outputstream: monitor;
inputter,outputter: process;
note:

all as before;

clock: process; note:

hardware implemented;

timegiver,drum,Mcontrol: monitor;

t\.•,._1;.°'v- ~t.V"

•.

f~~.:\. )

mf ree: f rameal.l oc ( M); dfree: framealloc ( D) ;

vfree: framealloc(V);
longvfree:

note: with de&dline scheduling;

artificial resource(M-5);

note: to ensure that S virtual pages are always
reserved for short jobs;
virtualstore: array virtualpageframe of virtualpage;
Vm:

array vmid
note:

~

virtual machine;

where "virtual machine" is a class described below;

end of MIN-□ S 8 ;
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class virtual machine;
begin me:vmid; char:characteristics; initstore:boolean;
vvstore:array vvpageframe of (virtualpageframe,null);
inbuffer,outbuffer:discbuffer(N);
internal procedure getstore;
begin
if char.myclass=long do longvfree.request(char.dlne,char.size);
for i:=O to char.size-1 do
vvstore[i] :=vfree.acquire(char.dlne);
for i:=char.size to vv-1 do vvstore[i] :=null;
initstore:=true
end of getstore;
function fetch(v:Vadd) :word;
begin
if not initstore do getstore;
if vvstore[v.pge] = null then goto error;
fetch:=virtualstore[vvstore[v.pge]].fetch(v.lne);
end of fetch;
procedure assign(v:Vadd;w:word);
begin
if not initstore do getstore;
if vvstore[v.pge] = null then goto error;
virtualstore[vvstore[v.pge]].assign(v.lne.w)
end of assign;
procedure startexecution(c:characteristics); char:=c;
procedure stopexecution;
begin
if char.myclass=long do longvfree.release(char.size);
for i:=O to char.size do
begin vfree.release(i) ;vvstore[i]:=null end;
initstore:=false;outbuffer.append("$end of stream");
outputstream.print(me,char.dlne)
end of stopexecution;
initialisation: initstore:~false;
for i:vvpageframe do vvstoreii] :=·fal·s e;
error: ••• implementation defined ••• ;
end of virtual machine;
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where "Vadd" is a type supposed defined as:

!IE!:, Vadd

=

record
pge:0 •• W-1;
lne:0 •• L-1
end;

On this presented scheme we can make a general remark.
The main page frames were modelled as preemptible resources,
i.e. they can be taken from their owner at any moment. In
order to implement that policy we introduced the concept of
virtual pages. Virtual page frames on the contrary are non
preemptible resources, i.e. they are explicitly given back
to the pool after having been used. The reader probably noticed
in the previous description some problems related to virtual
page frames sharing. It is our purpose in the next section
to investigate such general problems related to non preemptible resource sharing.
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6. PROBLEMS OF NON PREEMPTIBLE RESOURCES.

One deadlock a day
Keeps the user away.
Dijkstra.

So a non preemptible resource is by definition one that
cannot be taken from the virtual machine to which it has been
given without the explicit consent of that machine. The "virtual page frames" we just met are an example of such a type
of resource. In general we shall have Rrnax items of such a
resource and each one will be identified by a varia~le of type:

~

Rid

=

1 •• Rrnax

The available units are recorded in:

The first idea to share these items between the users

'

is to use a fully dynamic policy implemented for example by
an instance of the following monitor class:
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class dynamicallocator(Rmax:integer);
monitor begin
~ Rid=l •• Rmax;
var pool:powerset Rid;
- - more:condition;
function request(d:deadline) :Rid;
begin
if pool=[] then more.wait(d);
request from pool
end of request;
procedure release(whichone:Rid);
begin
pool:+[whichone];
more.signal
end of release;
pool:=range(l •• Rmax)
end of dynamicallocator;

With such a policy we can run into trouble.Suppose
there are two units of the given resource and two competing
processes needing also two units each. If at one stage they
are given one each, and both need the second one before releasing the first, neither of them can proceed further and
they become permanently blocked. Such a situation is usually known as a· deaa1·o ck (or deadly embrace) •

The classical solution to that problem is known as the
"banker's algorithm". This assumes that each user specifies
in advance his maximum need. Then, whenever a claim for one
more unit is made by someone, the algorithm ensures that granting this claim will leave the global situ~tion "safe". The
situation is said to be safe if, no matter what the future ,_
demands of the programs will be,there will always exists at
least one program which can acquire resources up to its limit,
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and can therefore continue running until it releases all its
resources for the use of the other programs.

The reader is asked to write a monitor which implements
that policy. Inspiration can be taken from[52] ,[53], or [26].
Also an evaluation of the cost of such an algorithm might be

done.

That cost is not negligible. Also in the case of several resource kinds ("currencies"), the algorithm becomes subtantially complex. Furthermore two important problems are not
solved:

The first one is related to the order of granting the
resources. We would like to satisfy first the users with a
low deadline specified in the "request" call. The incorpora~
tion of that policy to the banker algorithm is not straightforward.

The second one is related to density of resource utilisation. Suppose we have 11 units of a particular resource
kind and ten programs having each a maximum claim for ·two
units. Each program may claim successfully one unit first and
then attempt to claim the second unit. As a result of our overoptimistic allocation our level of multiprogramming is now reduced to one. We would qualify this situation as a quasi-deadlock: although

the processes are not permanently blocked,

symptoms somewhat similar to the deadlock situation can be
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observed.

A good algorithm for allocation of non premptible resources must satisfy the contradictory criteria of:
- efficiency
- predictability
- reliability
- convenience
- simplicity

So let us design first a simple basic policy that we
shall improve later. If we are dealing with a single kind
of resource, the simplest method to guard against deadlock
is to ensure that users will ask only once for their total
claim. To do so we shall provide them a function:
. function acquire(limit:l •• Rmaxid:deadline) :powerset Rid
which will give them from the available pool their total
specified need. The identity of the resources allocated is
conveyed as a result of the function. Obviously it will be
safe and more efficient to permit users to return each unit
as soon as they have finished with it:
procedure release(whichone:Rid)
That policy will be implemented by a monitor:
alloc:allocator(N)
where "alloca:tor" is the class defined below:
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class allocator(Rrnax:integer);
monitor begin
~
~

Rid = 1 •• Rrnax;

pool: powerset Rid;
more: condition;

function acquire(limit:1 •• Rrnax;d:deadline):powerset Rid;
begin
r:Rid;c:integer;
if not more.empty do more.wait(d);
while size (pool)< limit do more ~wait (d);
for c : =1 to limit -do· be·
. g•i n
r 'from pool;
acquire:V[r]

if size (pool)> 0 do more.signal
end of acquire;
procedure release(whichone:Rid);
begin
pool: V [whichone] ;
more.signal
end of release;
pool:=range(l •• Rrnax)
·e nd of allocator;
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In order to satisfy the criterion of convenience, we now
wish to provide each user with a virtual set of resources
which can be numbered between 1 and "limit", independantly
of the actual numbering of the allocated resources. We therefore declare a class "virtualresource" of which there will
be one instance local to each process using the resource.
This class sets up and maintains an array which maps virtual resources onto actual resources:
mapping: array virtualr· of actualr
where
~

virtualr

~

actualr

= l •• limit
= (Rid,null)

This class will have two local procedures:
function actual(v:virtualr):Rid
which delivers the actual resource corresponding to its parameter or if there is none exits to "error", and
procedure release(whichone:virtualr)
which dynamically releases a virtual resource.

For the moment we can describe that class as follows:
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class virtualresource(limit:l •• Rmax);
begin
mapping: array virtualr of actualr;
function actual(v:virtualr):Rid;
if mapping[v]=null
then goto error
else actual:=mapping[v];
procedure release(whichone:virtualr);
begin
if mapping[whichone]=null
then goto error;
alloc.release(mapping[whichone]);
mapping[whichone]:=null
end of release;
begin note: initialisation;
i:integer;a:power-set Rid;
a:=alloc.acquire(limit,d);
for i:=l· to limit do
rnapping[i] from a;
f ·o r i:=limit+l to Rmax do
mapping[i] :=null
end;
end of virtualresource;
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So far we are safe if there is only one resource kind.
But if there are several of them, we meet again the same problem. Suppose two programs p and q wish to use two resource
types A and B. p has acquired its claim for A and is waiting
to acquire its claim for B. Conversely q has acquired it B
resources and waits for the A ones. As a result p and q could
be permanently blocked.

Suppose we have Kmax kinds of resources each identified
by a value of type:
~

Rkind = l •• Kmax

Consequently each resource item will be referred by a value
of type:
~item= record
kind:Rkind;
id:Rid
end;
It can be. proved that if the various resource kinds are
always acquired in the same order say 1,2, ••• Kmax, then we are
safe against deadlocks.

· We thus declare an array of allocators,one for each
resource kind:
alloc: array Rkind of allocator
and also we modify the virtualresource class in the following
way so that all resources are acquired at the beginning in a
given order:
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class virtualresource(limit:array Rkind of O•• Rmax);
begin
mapping: array item of (Rid,null);
function actual(v:item):item;
if mapping[v]=null
then goto error
else actual:=(v.kind,mapping[v]);
procedure release(whichone:item);
begin
if mapping[whichone]=null· then goto error;
alloc[whichone.kind] .release(mappingiwhichone]);
mapping[whichone] :=null
end of release;
begin note:initialisation;
i : integer; k: Rkincr; a·: p·o wer·s·e t Rid;
for k:=1· to KmaX' do
if limit[k]

o· do

a:=alloc(k].acquire(limitikJ,d);
· ·for i :=1 to limitlkl do
mapping!(k,i)] · from a;
·for i:=limit!k] +1· to Rmax· do
-m apping! (k,i)] :=null;
end;
error: implementation defined;
end of virtualresource;
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We can notice that, as far as the efficiency criterion
is concerned, our algorithm does not behave very well. The
fact that all resource kinds are reserved together at the beginning is particularly serious. Some of these resources will
not be needed for a long time and could well be given to another user and perhaps even, released before being actually used by the acquiring process. So we would like to permit
some form of dynamic acquisition of resources. If a program
needs a particular kind of resource only at the end of its
execution it must not be compelled to acquire it at the beginning.

Our strategy is based on the assumption that it is possible to find a common ordering pattern of resource kinds
claims among the different processes in the system. If there
is not such similar behaviour of the users, then the proposed
scheme .will not be very efficient and another solution must
be found.

So let us suppose that we have choosen the canonical ordering of resource kinds 1,2, ••• Kmax. We must try to compel
the user to acquire these resources in that order, but at the
same time we would like the particular strategy being completely transparent to the use~.

So we must update the virtualresource class, keeping
always an indicator for each user of the highest kind of
resource already allocated:
klevel:0 •• Kmax
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class virtualresource(limit:array Rkind of o•• Rmax);
begin
mapping: array item of (Rid,null);
klevel:O •• Kmax;
function actual(v:item) :item;
begin
i:integer;a:powerset Rid;
while klevel < v. kind do
begin
klevel:+l;
if limit [klevel]

> o· do

begin
a:=alloc [klevel] .acquire (limit [klevel]Jd.)_;
for i:=l to limit!klevel] · do
mapping[(klevel,i)J · £rom a
end
end
if mapping[v]=null then goto error
else actual:=(v.kind,mapping[v]);
end of actual;
procedure release(whichone:item); ••• as before ••• ;
begin note: initialisation;
i, k: integer;
for k:=l to Kmax do
for i:=l to limit[k] do
mapping[(k,i)] :=null;
klevel:=O
end;
error:implementation defined;
end of virtual resource;
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It is hoped that the outlined strategy will be very good
in an environment where a vast majority of jobs exhibit the
same behavioural pattern. In section 8 we shall define a method for charging the users according to the amount of resources they are using. It seems normal to charge a user more if
he is asking for a non usual service from the system. As a
byproduct we shall give them an incentive to accept a more
uniform comportment.

Also the efficiency of the basic proposed scheme itself
can be improved in many respects and the reader is asked to
propose some modifications.

The new version Minos 9 of our system is obtained by
incorporating the wanted number of non preernptible resource
allocators in the system, and by adding to the virtual machines descriptions an instance of the described "virtual
resource" class. Also the information passed by the user
must now include the max.j.mum number of each kind of n.p.
resource he may claim:
~characteristics= record
dlne:deadline;
myclass:classtype;
mylimit:array Rkind of O•• Rrnax;
end;
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7. The Nucleus.

It would be difficult to postpone furthermore the promised description of virtual processors elaboration upon the
main actual processor. We suppose that the configuration provide only one such main processor, although the approach
would not be very different if there were several of them.

Basically the virtual to actual processors mapping will
be implemented

by a program called the nucleus which will

provide two main entries:
procedure activate(v:vmid)
which offers a virtual processor to the virtual machine v,
and:
procedure inactivate(v:vmid)
which has the reverse effect.

The firs~ entry will be called from inside the procedure "startexecution" associated with the virtual machines. These calls will be made on behalf of the "inputter" process.
The second entry will be invoked from inside the "stopexecution" procedures, on behalf of the associated virtual machines themselves.
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The main effect of the "activate" procedure will be to
enter the corresponding virtual machine identifier into a
list of candidates for main processor sharing represented
by:
active: sequence of vmid

To insert a v.m. identifier at the begiDning of such
a list we shall use the operation:
active: v v
To remove v from the list we shall use:
active:-v
.and this latter operation will be used as a result of an
"inactivate" procedure invocation.

What we called "processes" in the descriptions do not
need a special treatment. They are only a constant kind of
virtual machine (as opposed to the general described programmable virtual machines). The only difference is that these
constant virtual machines (like "discarder","inputter", ••• )
are activated only once at system initialization and will
remain in the active list thereafter.

The nucleus will keep the identity of the virtual machine currently running on the main processor in a variable:

running:

( vmid, null)
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That v.m. will be selected as the first one of the candidate list by the operation:

running from active

But that selection does not mean that the selected
program will be executed entirely without interruption.
On the contrary the processor will be often ta·ken from
the running virtual machine to be offered to another. So
the information necessary to restart it later needs to
be recorded somewhere:

sv:state vector

where "state vector" i~ a data type which could be defined
as:

~

state vector= record
registers: array regid of word;
resumeadd: Madd;
end•
_,

"regid" being defined as
~

regid = l •• Maxreg

depending upon the particular hardware features,
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and

"resurneadd" being the main address at which the virtual machine execution must be resumed.

Inside the nucleus there will be an array permitting
to record these informations:

vectors: 9 rray vmid of state vector

Indissociable from the actual to virtual processors
mapping is the implementation of monitor calls and operations on conditions. We shall have thus some additionnal
nucleus entries to describe, namely:

enter a monitor
quit a monitor
signal on a condition
wait on a condition

The main objective of a monitor is to provide exclusion. The simplest way to realize that is to use a special
state known as "supervisor state". When the main processor
enters this state, interruptions are inhibited so that a
change of program cannot take place until the processor
exits from this state. So the main effect of "enter monitor"
will be to seize that special state and of "exit monitor"
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to release it. That solution is realistic because most
monitors are very short.

Every operation on a condition is invoked from
insid~ a monitor, thus while the main processor is in
supervisor state. To each condition we must associate
a list in which will be recorded the various v.m. waiting on that condition:

c: sequence of vmid

In the simplest form the operations we shall use on a
condition list will be:

v from c

previously defined, and

C: r\ V

which will add the v.m. identifier vat the end of the
list c.

We assumed when describing the condition mechanism

that after issuing a signal operation a virtual

machine immediatly yields up its main processor to
another v.m.

(namely the first one on the corresponding
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condition list). But when this latter has completed its
monitor call, the main processor must be handed back to
the original signalling v.m. rather than to an arbitrary
other one. So we shall need another list:

urgent: sequence of vmid

to record these v.m. which have issued a signal.

So far we have introduced a number of such lists.
Since that kind of data structure is usually expensive
enough to implement let us have a look at how we could
do it in our particular case. An important point we can
notice is that all the introduced lists are waiting queues.
As a consequence a v.m. will never be recorded on more than
one. So we can use a single array to implement at ·the same
time the "active" list, the "urgent" list, and the condition lists:

link: array vmid of (vmid,null)

where link v

holds the identity of the vm following v on

a chain or null if vis the last in chain vm. So each sequence
will be implemented only by a pointer on the first element
in it:
active,urgent,c , ••. ,cn:
1

(vmid,null)

The corresponding operations on a given sequences defined
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as:
s: ( vm id, nu 11 )
may be coded as follows:

1) v from s; (removes the first item from sand assigns its
value to v.)

s:= link( v);

2)

s:vv;

(adds the contents of v to the beginning of s.)

I

linkf.v):=s;

s:=v;

3)

( adds the contents of v to the end of s.)

s:" v;

( ~~ tit. ~ \'¥1,\f t\ ,, t..'-- . \~

i f s = null
then s:=v
else begin x:vmid;

.

°" ~
~tJ.

p~,~
~~

.

(x);

linklx) :=v
end;
linklv1:= null;

4)

s:- v;
if

(removes the item identified by v from s.)
S

=

V

thens:= null.
else begin x:vmid;

while link(x)/4 v do x:=linklx];
1 ink

tx1 : =

link t v) ;

end;
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~~

lo...\.- ~ w..

x: =s;

while link lx) -I= null do x:=link

\Alt.

We can now come back to our main subject which is the
implementation of the basic nucleus entries. We shall describe them in their basic forms.(although some problems may
arise related particularly to monitor calls as a result of
an interrupt or to switching from virtual to absolute adressing when ~ntering the nucleus, we shall not attempt to discuss these points here. We postpone such a discussion to an
appendix).

~rocedure activate(v:vmid;m:Madd);
begin
enter supervisor state;

active:Vv;
vectors{vj.resumead:=m;
exit supervisor state

end of activate;

procedure inactivate(v:vmi~);
begin
enter supervisor state;
active:-v;
select machine;
end of
-·

inactivate;

!:!E~= if needed a "loadshed" and "resume" entries could
be designed on the same model for temporarily neutralizing a virtual machine and reactivating it later.
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I

procedure entermonitor;
enter supervisor state;

procedure exitmonitor;
if urgent= null
then exit supervisor state
else begin
storecontext;
active: v current;
current from urgent;
loadcontext
end;

procedure wait(c:condition);
begin
storecontext;
c: f"\current;
selectmachine
end of wait;

procedure signal(c:condition);
if c ~ null
do begin
storecontext;
urgent: V current;
current from c;
loadcontext

where the operations "storecontext","loadcontext" and
"selectmachine" are assumed defined as follows:
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procedure selectmachine;
begin
if urgent~ null
then current from urgent
else begin
while active= null
do begin
exit supervisor state;
I

do a short machine test;
enter supervisor state;
end;
current from active;
exit supervisor state

end;
loadcontext
end of selectmachine;
procedure storecontext;

-

-

with vectors (current) do
begin

resumead:=return address of enclosing procedure;
for i:l •• Maxregister do registers[ili=actualreg[i1;
end of storecontext;
procedure loadcontext;
with vectors[currentl~
begin
for i: l •• Maxregister do actualreg [.i}: =registers t,i1;
goto resumead
end of loadcontext;
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So far we have presented the simple case of the condition mechanism. To implement the previously described
scheduling mechanism will not be much more difficult. We
shall need an array to record the priorities:
priority: array vmid of integer
and recode the wait procedure as:

procedure wait(c:condition;p:integer);
begin
storecontext;
priority [current1: =p;
c: +current;
selectmachine;
end of wait;

where the operation "c:+ v" is supposed defined as:

if c = null £,! priori ty[c] l priority [v

1

then begin
link[v]:=c;
c:=v
end
~

begin x:vmid;
x:=c;

1

while link lx1 -/: null and priori ty(link (x]](priori ty[ v
do x:=linkfxJ;
link (v] : =link(x'J;
link (x}:=v

-

end;
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8. Charging policies.

In the previous sections we have seen that our system
qan be viewed as a set of physical and artificial resources.
A job arrives in the system and then begins to claim its resources in a given order. In the majority of the described
schedulers we have choosen to allocate these resources according to a particular priority criterion called the deadline.
First we are going to describe how that information is set up.

A job arriving in the system specifies its expected
run time pj. That quantity will be interpreted as a limit
time, i.e. the job will be aborted if it takes longer to
terminate. This will discourage the user from giving a too
low estimate. Also this new job will provide the system with
the rate it is prepared to pay for the central processor time:
rj:rate
~ r a t e = l •• Maxrate
In exchange what the users are interested in is turn around
time. That quantity may be represented as a· global deadline,
i.e. a time before which the job must be terminated. It is the
responsibility of the system to ensure that all jobs meet their
deadline. To do so, when a job arrives, its global deadline
will be computed as:

gdlne = now + k ·, ~

p.
:.2

r.

J
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(1)

In order to guarantee that the jobs could be finished before that time, the system ensures that:

(2)
all accepted jobs

Since the deadline is proportionnal to the limit time pj,
this would discourage users from giving too hight time estimates
for their jobs. Since the deadline is inversely proportionnal to
the rater., this allows also users to buy better turnaround by
J

paying more.

Suppose that the first thing a job do7when entering the
system is to claim rj units of a given artificial resource of
which there were k units available at the beginning. As a consequence we are sure that relation (2) will always hold. Such
an allocator can be called a job scheduler.

Now if all subsequents claims of non preernptible resources
are granted in priority to jobs with an early deadline, and also if the central processor attention is distributed proportionally to that parameter, then there is a fair chance to meet
all deadlines.

We designated by the variable:
now:time
the wall clock current time. Each virtual machine will have as-
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sociated with it a variable:
vnow:time
representing its current virtual time. This quantity is set to
zero when the virtual machine is activated and increases whenever it is running.

(In fact we implement a set of virtual clocks

upon one actual clock. The reader is asked to investigate the
details of that mapping).

So now we are going to define the basic charging algorithm.
onthtone hQ~ the main processor time will contribute to the total
bill
totalbill:real
by a quantity equal to:
rate* total virtual time.
On the other hand each virtual resource of type
k:Rkind

will be paid for as soon as it is acquired at a rate defined by:
const nprrate: array Rkind of real
The total rate a user is currently paying for these kinds of resources will be recorded in
crate:real
So each time a modification occurs in the number of units a user
is paying for, this total current rate is modified and the total
bill is updated. The time of last updating is recorded in
lasttime:tirne

Thus we are going to change the virtual resource class defined page 6.11 in order to reflect all that:
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class virtualresource(limit:array Rkind of O•• Rmax);
begin
mapping:array item of (Rid,null);
klevel:O •• Kmax; lasttime:time;
totalbill,crate:real;
function actual(v:item) :item;
begin
i:integer; a:powerset Rid;

while klevel

< v. kind

do

begin
klevel:+l;
if limit[klevel]> Odo
begin
a:=alloc[klevel] .acquire(limit[klevel],d);
totalbill:+crate*(vnow-lasttime);
lasttime:=vnow;
crate:+nprrate[klevel]*limit[klevel];
for i:=l to limit[klevel] do
mapping [ (klevel, i) ] from a
end;
end;
if mapping[v] = null then goto error;
actual:=(v.kind,mapping[v])
end of actual;
procedure release(whichone:item);
begin
if mapping[whichone] = null then goto error;
alloc[whichone.kind]~release(mapping[whichone]);
totalbill:+crate*(vnow-lasttime);
crate:-nprrate[whichone.kind];
lasttime:=vnow;
mapping[whichone]:=null
end of release;

.

• •• I • ••
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function totalcost:real;
begin
totalbill:+crate*(vnow-lasttime);
totalcost:=totalbill + vnow * r.;
J
end of totalcost;
begin note:initialisation;
i,k:integer;
for k:=l to Kmax do
for i:=l to limit[k] do
mapping[(k,i)] :=null;
klevel:=O;
totalbill:=O;
crate:=O
end
end of virtualresource;

--

--

--
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remark 1:

In the previously proposed scheme some services were
offered by independant processes(for example the inputter

&

the outputter process). Such services will

have to be billed separately, and each quantity added
to the total bill when the job leaves the system.

r emark 2:

In some cases it will perhaps be interesting to introduce some efficiency considerations when allocating
a resource. Suppose that two jobs arrive with similar
deadlines. To whom are we going to give the resource
if we cannot satisfy both of them? Probably to the
one which is the most expensive to keep waiting. But
on what basis can we do that choice? By chance we
have access to an information which represents fairly
enough the amount it will cost to keep a job waiting:
it is the variable "crate" defined in the previous
algorithm. So one possibility would be to use sometimes,instead of the global deadline, a local deadline
defined as:

ldlne

=

gdlne + a{µ-crate)

Ifµ represents some kind of average for crate, and
if a is suitably choosen, then we have a possibility
for slightly favouring jobs which already owns more
resources {or dearer resources).
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remark 3:

It results that the manager of the computing center
has a number of ·11 handles II he can use to control the behaviour of the system. Playing with the constant "k"
used in (1) for example, he can in fact change the ratio
"effective service"/"paid rate". One possibility would
be for example to lower that value of k at off-peak
times in order to encourage users to pass their programs

during these periods. (Fairness implies that these changes
might have been made known to all users sufficiently in
advance). Anyway since it is not possible to design a
system adapted to every computing center environment, we
must take care to design a narrow and convenient interface between the system and the center manager so that
he can adjust himself his system.

We have presented the basic charging algorithm. Obviously there is something more than just providing the user with a
final bill as fair as possible.- What that algorithm in fact defines is a cooperation contract between the center and the users.
Inside that contract is explained how to have a work done at the
minimal cost for the computing community.
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9. Conclusions.

What we tried to show in this report is that the
principles of Structured Programming can easily be applied to the field of Operating System Design. As a matter of fact, if one reads this paper with the intention
of finding new revolutionary ideas on

o.s.,

or original

propositions of sophisticated algorithms, he will surely be very disappointed. Since our main goal was toillustrate a design methodology, we shall try to summarize
in this last section a number of general principles which
have emerged through this experiment.

As it could have been foreseen, these conclusions
will reflect the fundarneptal bipolarity of Computer Science in general as a mathematical science on one side,
and as an engineering field on the other.
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9 .1 Concept economy.

If we consider the classical pattern of mathematical investigations, we find usually two kinds of mental process among
others. The first one is aimed at isolating a very small number
of abstract concepts, well suited to the objective. The second
one consist in defining a notation which will enable the math emat ician to manipulate easily these concepts and their properties in their various forms.

What we tried to do is very similar to that. Basically
we isolated two kinds of entity.

The first type consisted of the actual configuration
resources • Progressively we discovered that these resources
could all be treated nearly in the same way. They were classi~
fied according to their characteristics. But we recognized that
there were also artificial resources introduced by us in the
system which had simi la r characteristics and could be dealt
with in the same way as actual configuration ones.

The second kind of abstra ct entity we discovered was the
idE!a of mappings from actual onto virtual resources.We defined
several sets of virtual resources which we modelled in the
same way as actual ones. Then we designed dynamic (time varying)
mappings from the unique actual set of resources, onto the various virtual sets. And we found that, as for the various kinds
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of resource, the various kinds of mapping were also very similar each other.

These similarities are a good clue that the choosen
abstract concepts are well suited to the job we had undertaken. So well suited that sometimes the repetitive application of the same basic scheme to solve different problems
became,may be, a bit boring for the reader.(But that is an
impression one can sometimes find in mathematical demonstra~
tions too.)

Together with isolating the basic conceptual entities we
needed, we proposed also suitable notations to handle them. The
main one was that of monitor which proved very convenient,
concise and accurate for the purpose of modelling a set of
shared resources. And these three qualities are the best

we

can hope a notation to exhibit. Also the addition of the class
concept to the PASCAL language permitted to describe the "virtual machines" in a nice way and that too was a good notation
to handle the virtual to actual mappings.
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9• 2. Engineering Principles.

We shall enumerate in this section a number of engineering principles that we followed (or that we tried to follow)
in the "minos" systems design. This list is not oT"c, u· c d.

and

not exhaustive. The reader is invited to criticise our choice
of basic principles and also our application of these principles
in the previous descriptions. He will surely find out

Y'f\~n~

additionnal ones but we shall be satisfied if we managed to provide him with a concrete support for more thinking about design
methodology.

P : Delimitate carefully the boundaries of the problem we are
1
studying.
The delimitation is very often the stumbling-block in
many operating system designs. The universalist view of

o.s.

design may be stated as: "Let us build with our means the nices~
possible virtual machines a user might wish". The obvious error
in that approach is that it presupposes that all users must
ask for the same features. But what is well suited to one problem is not to another and, as a consequence of that strategy
we force users to pay for a lot of things that are of no interest at all for them. This approach only produces monster ;
operating systems and unsatified designers because such a loosely defined objective can never be met totally.
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P 2 : Start with a simple solution. Add complexity

only if abso-

lutely necessary.
For each added complexity evaluate carefully its implementation cost vs. the benefits that could be reaped from it. This
is the simplest manner to produce a system which will meet the

cle.sirtd

specifications for the minimum price. Anyway it seems

easier to balance a built system by improving locally some algorithms than by shortening them in order to free some needed
resources.
Also a system designed in that way will be easier to understand hence the designer himself will be in a better position
to take the right decisions.

P 3 : Try to base each decision on the minimum amount of information.
A bad approach would consist in defining first all the
detailed data structures that we think we shall need in the
design. In the same way that any added algorithm complexity
must be justified_, any additionnal information made available
to a particular module must be evaluated carefully.
Sometimes the non availability of an information at a
given level will make it impossible to be sure to take always
the l" i ~\\t decision. But it may happen that taking always the
better decision would cost more than allowing from time to time
a bad decision to be taken.
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--

~: Before designing an algorithm define with accuracy the
basic quality criteria it is supposed to meet.
This is in contradiction with the usual designing
process in which the programmer assumes that his algorithm
is intended to approach as closely as possible an hypothetical
optimum very loosely defined. The recognition that we aim to
satisfy in a reasonable way a set of often contradictory criteria is in itself a first positive step. In writing down
all these criteria and checking that the solution does not
forget any of them, we shall have a greater chance to produce
f inally a system which, for any "normal" input, will never
behave catastrophically.

P : Find a good decomposition for the problem.
5
A "good" decomposition is not always an easy thing to
find. The idea of natural decomposition is not as intuitive
as it appears • . In particular two dangers must be avoided:

1) understructuring.
A system documentation is said to be understructured
when the different parts either

Qf'tt

too

t o.r~e

, or

show too numerous interrelations.
a) too important sizes.
Why do we want to structure a , system documentation?
Basically it is because we, as human operators, shall have
to apply on it a lot of 9perations like:
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understand that system

- explain
- debug
-

prove that

II

II

II

II

II

II

is correct

...
For various psychological reasons our mind is not able to
perform these operations when the operand are

too

tor~ e.,

For example the first one will have norMo.U~ to be replaced by
the sequence:
~} find a decomposition
~}

(assuming each module is understood},
understand the whole system.

g) understand each module.
or by:
~} find a decomposition.

A} understand each module.
~) understand the whole system,
(using the results of~}.

-

So the problem is of finding for a given human operation
the right size for the modules. Again for psychological reasons
it seems that an upper bound for such a basic unit is a full

page of ' linear program text (of course that depends upon many
factors: the particular human operator characteristics, the
operation involved, and the description language used}. We tried
as much as possible to follow that empiric rule that a module
text must not spread on more than one page.
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b) too numerous interrelations.
Of course,the modules' size.is not all that counts in a
good decomposition. The previously presented human operations
take a module as a parameter but produces a result which may
be for example a set of assertions about the different entries
of that module. The interest of this operation is that the
result carries much less information than the parameter (or
rather acts as a filter to select the most relevant information about the module). Or at least it is supposed to do so.
A necessary condition for that to happen is that the number
of connections between modules be kept as small as possible.
A possible guideline to achieve this goal is to ensure

that all elements inside a given module are strongly logically related to each other and that no other strongly related
element remains outside the module. If we apply that principle
to the synchronisation problems, we can only use tools similar to monitors, because a dissemination of the synchronisation
primitives in all the involved modules does not fulfill the
previous rule.
Another manner to obtain a structure with fewer modules
interconnections is to seek a hierarchical model. Obv•i ously
in a graph with a given number of nodes, · the number of ed,ges
is reduced when it has a tree structure instead of a general
one.

2) ·o ver structuring.
A system documentation is said to be overstructured
when the modules' size is generally small and the number of
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modules very important. In this case the structured decomposition becomes

a drawback instead of an advantage.

So the designer will have to find out through his various experiences a structuring method suited to him, to the
tools at his disposal, and to the work undertaken.
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9.3.

Overview of system structure.

Consider a classical operating system as one could find
some years ago,

and may be still today.

It could be perceived

through a lot of assembly language programs, flowcharts,
block diagrams and other written documentation. But anybody
who closely approached such a "monster" operating system got
at one time or another a feeling of unsecurity.We were in a
position of inferiority because we could not grasple the
"structure" of this system. To borrow an example from
RAPOPDRT(761;we were in the situation of being presented with
a sequence of numbers:

5/B, 2, 3, 9, 6, 15, 9, 21, 39, 15, •••

The complexity of this sequence can be said to be mastered
when we have found how these numbers are generated and when we
have described the
l/B(p2
3 }
n - pn-1

rule of generation with a given notation:

where the pn are the successive primes.

In - the same way we would like to master the complexity
of an operating system by having an accurate knowledge of its
structure. In the last pages of this report we shall concentrate on the essential elements of the systems we have described
in this report.(As a matter of fact this section is rather intended to be used as an introductory presentation to a tutorial on

the subject).
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9.3.1. Basic Definitions.

An Operating System can be defined as a software

layer transforming an actual computer configuration into
a set of virtual configurations to be offered to users:

1

virtual
configurations

•••

Actual Configuration

One characteristic of that mapping is that it is
not resource conserving, i.e. it needs to consume itself
some resources in order to implement the transformation.
(this is, in particular, one important problem in operating system simulation). The system designer's role will
thus consist, for a given mapping, to minimize that autoconsurnption.
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We shall use the

f> \-\ro.se "Basic Operating System"

(B.O.S.) when the mapping aims to provide the users with
virtual configurations similar in nature to the actual one.
We shall use the

?'"'..-o~e. "Extended Operating System" (E.O.S.)

when the virtual configurations present different features
(more sophisticated) than the ones the actual configuration
exhibits. Although the distinction between these two areas
may sometimes become a bit loose, this division seems to
be a very useful working convention.

In particular,one assumption is that it is possible
to build an E.O.p. in two stages: the first one being the
implementation of a given B.o.s., and the second one consisting in providing the extra facilities, mainly through
some language compilers together with their run time systems and some library modules. We believe that this approach
is feasible at least for medium sized configurations. In
~ction~

the remainder of this ~ w e shall be dealing (unless explicitly specified), with the design of B.O.S. only.

So we are concerned with implementing a basic mapping
from an actual configuration to a set of virtual configurations. We are going ,now to discuss that mapping. The simplest
form of it is the well known open shop situation. The user
is alone to use the configuration. That identity mapping
provides one user at a time with a virtual configuration
exactly identical to the actual one. It is the only mapping
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that cost nothing to implement. Next we find elementary
batching systems providing automatic job to job transition.
There we present the users with a virtual configuration
V-0.w'

also identical to the actual one, but with ~ e e d reduced
in the ratio t/p where t i s the turnaround time for a job
and pis the time it would have taken to run it alone.
Nevertheless the mapping is again very static and consists
in allocating the whole configuration sequentially to
users in the order in which they arrive. As soon as we
introduce some spooling techniques or some priority
scheme for example, a more dynamical aspect appears in the
mapping. Our problem is thus to describe more complex
mappings and to evaluate relatively:
- the characteristics of the offered virtual
configurations.
- the benefits gained in sharing the equipment.
- the implementation cost of the mapping.
In a reduced configuration for example, an elementary
batching system may be found sufficient if users
insist

do

not

too much on having predictible service time.
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An actual configuration may be viewed as composed of a
set of actual resources. Similarly a virtual configuration
may be viewed as composed of a set of virtual resources. The
basic configuration mapping may thus be decomposed into a
set of resources mappings. Again one assumption is that it
is possible to consider these latter as independent. Anyway
it is reasonable to assume this in a first approach, provided that we shall discuss later the consequences of this
simplification. Proceeding in this way, we shall be in a
better position to isolate the features common to all resource
mappings, and to outline in each case the specific characteristics .
As a first exemple we shall consider the mapping of
the main processor.
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~.3.

2) Sharing the main processor(s).

The particular problem is thus to transform one or
more actual main processors into a set of virtual processors
(V.P.). First we shall distinguish between two kinds of such
virtual processors. On one side we shall build up a set of
programmable processors intended to be offered to users. On
the other side t here will be a set of constant processors
which will be dedicated only to one fixed purpose in the
system. An example of such a constant V.P. could be an input
spooler responsible for continuously transferring data from
a card reader to a disc.

constant

programmabable

virtual

virtual

processors

•••

•••

actual
main

•••
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processor(s)

processors .

The software module responsible for this part of the
mapping will be called the nucleus. The first remark we can m~~e
is that the number of constant V.P. may be taken as fixed,
Now for programmable processors a choice is open. Must we
allow dynamic creation of such processors? If we do so, then
we shall also probably have to manage the father-son relationship between them and that may turn out to be expensive.
In fact the problem is of providing the user either with a
"first generation" purely sequential V.P. or with one which
involves some possibilities of simultaneity. Again, for simple
systems, it seems that the first alternative is reasonable
enough in the great majority of cases. Anyway, if for some
imperative reason simultaneity (at that virtual level) is
needed, a user could ask for more than one programmable V.P.

to be

allocated to him.

So we shall assume that there is a fixed number of
V.P. elaborated by the nucleus. There is no fundamental reason
to make a distinction between constant and programmable V.P.,
and we shall identify each of them by a variable of type:

~

vpid

=

l •• Maxvp

where Maxvp is the maximum number of V.P. we have decided to
set up.
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One of the first actions to be done when a user
arrives with the intention of using the computer is to claim
on his behalf a virtual processor. This will be done for
example by a specialized inputter processor. Thus there must
exist a ·function:

function request: vpid

fulfilling

this role. Also a corresponding entry must permit

the user himself to release a V.P. when he has finished with
it:

procedure release(whichone: vpid)

The allocation stategies involved there will be discussed in
the next section. For the moment we consider that one such
virtual processor has been allocated to a user. This V.P. is
now said to be active. That means that its identity is inserted in a list of candidates for sharing the actual processor:

active: sequence vpid

It will remain on that list (apart from the periods when it
,~

selected to run) until it
explicitly asks to go
tht. t-i•t. ~"'""
to sleep, awaiting~pecified event "ev" occurs. The
nucleus will then have the responsibility to take its identity
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out of the active list and to insert it instead in the specified event list:

ev: sequence vpid

,t w,tt
so t h a t ~ o w when to awaken it again later.

Next thing we must discuss in order to d.e fine the
processor mapping, is how the actual processor power is
distributed among the active virtual processors. The main
idea here is that of speed. For each virtual processor we
shall define its relative speed for a given reservation
period (i.e.,between a request and a release) as the ratio:

s

=

(1)

P·1 + w.1

where pi is the time the V.P. has been effectively running
and wi is the total time it has been waiting on the active
list.

At that level, where we are in fact dealing with
average speeds, the problem of predictability arises imrnediatly. If,at the time the V.P. is requested, its speed is
specified:

function request(speed:real;processingtime:integer):vpid

then the nucleus must guarantee (1).
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If care has been taken (on a uniprocessor configuration) that
the sum of relative speeds of all currently allocated V.P. is
not greater than one:

(2)

then we can associate with each allocated V.P. a deadlined.

l.

defined as:

d. =at.+
l.

l.

where ati is the time of the V.P. allocation,and selecting
always from the active list the processor with the earliest
deadline to run will give us the best chance to guarantee (1).
,t.flti

This is a simple algorithm permitting the achiev¥n general~~f
speed predictability on a reservation period average. Of
course ·there is always a price for predictability. If, in a
given environment such a property is not requested at all,
it would be a pity to let the users bear the associated cost.
May be they ~re. ""°t. C.Ol'\c.c.t-"e..t at all with processor speed or predictability. May be they want to choose only between two
kinds of processor: one fast and one slow, etc ••• In each ·
case the requested characteristics for the virtual processors
must be evaluated and the cheapest implementation method
choosen.

In particular there are cases when the previous

•

notion of processor speed is not sufficient at all. Users
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may - or may not - be interested in speed averaged on a
reservation period, but they may insist on having guaranteed average over defined time frames. To a given V.P.
we can associate such a given time frame f., and then we
.1

shall expect that within f. time units after having entered
1

the active list, ~twill have been in fact allocated qi
t i me units of actual processor time where q. is computed
1

as:

q.
1

=

f . • s.
1

1

Here again we are confronted with a spectrum of
possible strategies. From the extreme solution of instruction interleaving to the run-to-completion method any
compromise may be choosen. Depending on how the parameters
f. ands. are constrained, and whether or not they can be
1

1

changed during the reservation period, we shall obtain on
one side a list of virtual processor types and on the other
side the cost involved in

\h\~fe"'e."t'"'\

each of them.

Finally, to conclude this section, there are two
resource kinds in particular that can be associated with
the processor and which will not require any separate
mapping:
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a) the set of actual registers will produce a set of virtual
registers associated with each V.P. Sometimes the hardware
designers try to cooperate by providing several sets of
actual registers, permitting in that way

t~e. s a v ~ e

load

or store operations .

b) the actual clock is mapped on a set of virtual clocks,
usually one for each V.P. Obviously this real time..-virtual
time correspondance has to be set up by the nucleus. If
several actual clocks are available, this latter can use
some of them for its own purpose.
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~.~,3) General resource mappings.

The previous discussion leads us to consider two
different stages in a given resource mapping: the allocation
{or reservation), and the utilization. To each of them may be
associated a particular policy.

On the other side we must distinguish between two
particular kinds of resources. The first one, after having
been allocated to a configuration1 remains its own property
until it explicitly releases it. We shall say that it is
a non preernptible resource type. The second one, after having
been allocated to a configuration can be taken away from it
at any time, without its explicit consent. We shall _S~) ·
such a resource type is preemptible. Of course the boundary
is again a bit loose between these two classes. A configuration can be given the possibility to specify that during
certain specific periods an allocated preemptible resource
might be considered as non preernptible, or a non preernptible
one considered as preernptible. We shall classify these intermediate cases as semi preernptible resource types, but we
shall not give them any specific treatment here.

We must emphasize that the previous classification
has to do only with virtual resources. The same actual resource can often be mapped on a virtual resource set accor-
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.!;-

ding to a preemtive, semi preemptive, or non preemptive basis.
(as an illustration in the case of the rnainstore mapping,
see for ex.

[~'l~).

From these definitions we can deduce some remarks:

(a) whether we are dealing with a preemptible or non preemptible resource kind, the allocation strategy will not
be of a different nature.

(b) if we are dealing with a non preemptible resource kind
the utilization policy reduces to nothing (because, by
definition an item is owned on a personal basis by only
one configuration)

(c) in the case of preemtible resources the various utilization strategies will generally be more complex and more
diversified. One obvious co~sia~\"'O.tion is that a given
resource will be requested only once, but will be used
very often thereafter. As a consequence all the timeconsuming things such as setting up the particular
sharing parameters must be done at allocation time.
Furthermore the hardware will sometim~s cooperate
in speeding up the utilization procedures.(That will
not hinder us from describing these procedures in a
uniform way, cf. [6]). A basic utilization algorithm
consists in interrogating a protected da~'°"to see if
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the particular resource item (which has already been allocated), is currently available or used by another candidate.
In that latter case, according to certain criteria, the decision may be taken to transfer it from its present owner
to the new candidate.
One common strategy consists also in controlling the total
number of distributed virtual resource units so that, at
utilization time, the preemption rate could be kept at a
reasonable level. This will nearly give the users the impression that, from the time they have been allocated a
particular resource, they are alone to use it.

We shall not discuss further the utilization strategies
at this stage. Instead we shall concentate on allocation strategies, but many techniques are common to both areas.

So, let us suppose that we are dealing with a given resource
kind of which there are Rmax items available at the beginning.
Each item will then be identified by a variable of type:

~

Rid

=

l • • Rmax

Of course we must know at any given time which ones of these
items are available. We shall record that information in a
shared and protected variable:

avail: powerset Rid
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Two basic procedures will then be provided, one for requesting
some units("request"), and another for releasing them ("release").

When a request arrives and it is impossible to grant it,the
requesting user will join a waiting queue declared as:

more:condition

by executing an operation:

more.wait

When, as a consequence of a release, it will become
eventually possible to grant its claim to a waiting user,
the one responsible for the release will indicate that by
issuing an operation:

more.signal

and the first waiting user of the associated queue (if any)
will be immediatly allowed to proceed. We are describing
here the "monitor" mechanism as presented in [4-61. and [J.6].
Following more particularly(~6], we shall allow some closer
control over the reactivation mechanism. A user which recognizes that the resources he wants are not available will
then join the waiting queue, but by specifying a given value in the wait operation:

more.wait(deadline)
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he will be inserted

in the queue at a place such that all users

behind him have specified greater values in the wait operation
parameter.

In order to provide a more predictible raw speed to a
given virtual configuration we must also control the waiting
time at the allocation phase. Again we shall do so by prov i ding the monitor with a deadline value at request time and
by implementing inside this monitor a policy of earliest
deadline next. This seems the best approach to obtain simple,
efficient and fair schedulers. How these deadline values are
defined is another problem which will give the designer considerable freedom in defining his various strategies. The resulting design will thus be very flexible too.

We give below an example of a scheduler which aims to
implement an idea of a "fair service to all", based on a
deadline criterion.
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const Rmax
~

Rid

integer;
=

l .• Rrnax;

Rallocator: monitor
begin
var avail
more

powerset Rid;
condition;

function request (howmany:l •• Rrnax;d:deadline) :powerset Rid;
begin i: integer_;
if not more.empty .fill&.d~more.min 9.Q_more.wait(d);

while avail.size <howmany do more.wait(d);
for i:= 1 to howmany do
if avail. size> 0 then

request from avail;

more. signal

end of request;
procedure release(whichones:powerset Rid);
begin
avail:Vwhichones;
more.signal
end of release;
avail:= range(l .• Rrnax)
end of Rallocator;
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It is an advantage of a structured Operating System
that all communications and synchronization operations between
V.P.'s may be handled by such monitor mechanisms. (See however

~ectio~ ~.~.£' for some additionnal comments). A given monitor will
thus control a particular resource kind and provide users with
(mutually exclusive) procedures for requesting, releasing, or
using the resources

Now two problems remain which both have been introduced by the fact that we are sharing an equipment between a
number of userc:

(1) We pledged ourselves to provide the users with virtual
configurations as easy to use as the actual one. It is
likely that some complexities will be generated by the
sharing mechanisms. So we must provide a rectification
module responsible for absorbing these introduced
complexities.

(2) The fact that users can only access a given resource
through some predefined procedures is a first step in
protecting them against each othersmistakes. But this
is not sufficient and one could for example forget to
release a resource he has been allocated. So we shall
also implement a conscience module which will ensure
that users always invoke the monitor procedures in a
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correct way, and, more generally, which will define all
that the system expects them to do.
Examples of actions defined in the conscience module may
be:
0

correct ordering of the monitor calls.

0

correct setting up of the parameters to be
passed(e.g. deadline values)

0

any other control action in general which can be
taken on the basis of information locally available
to the virtual configuration(e.g. accounting algorithms).

We shall refer jointly to the rectification module
and to the conscience module as the virtual machine. A virtual machine will be attached to any virtual configuration,
and it is the responsibility of the user language compiler(s)
to ensure that its various defined operations are effectively
utilized.

A virtual machine will be implemented as a set of
classes(in the Simula sense [T~]). The data which is operated
upon by the various procedures is not . shared(as it was in the
previously described monitors), but local to each configuration.
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The reader is encouraged to make a detailed list of
all the resources available in a classical basic configuration
and to outline some of the possible associated mappings.

Plenty of inspiration can obviously be drawn from
existing implemen tations on the way to design these mappings.
In the s ystem SAM on CII/10070 for example [~gJ, each virtual
configuration could be allocated a number of named virtual
discs. The concept of file was then defined as the association
of some access procedures

with a given virtual disc(again

according to a Simula class like scheme). The mainstore mapping
will obviously be the master piece in the suggested investigation. The potential solutions are there very numerous even in
the case when we are providing each user with a unique linear
virtual store. A good starting point for systematically studying this particular mapping may be found in [~~]. The main
objective will perhaps be to approach a predictible access
time for the user's operations on his virtual memory. The
virtual store size will be an important parameter for this
mapping as will also be the possibility of non disjoint virtual stores.
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~.~.~} On the independence of resource mappings.

We have seen at the end of section 2 that some kinds of
resource are so closely related that they cannot be dissociated and have to be treated as indivisible.

But, as a basic principle we strived to decompose our
B.o.s. into a set of completely independent mappings. Two
problems may however arise there, one concerned with reliability and the other with efficiency.

(1) reliability.
It is well known that when we are dealing with several
non preemptible resource kinds a danger exists, usually
referred as deadlock. Suppose two programs p and q wish to
use two resoutce types A and B. p has acquired its claim
for A (and there is not enough left to satisfy q), and p
is now waiting for its B resources which have already been
allocated to q. As a resuit p and q are thus permanently
blocked.
Obviously there is not enough information available
inside a given resource scheduler to avoid (or even recognize) such situations.
Since, of course, we . must provide users with virtual
configurations at .least as reliable as
cannot accept such hazards.
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the actual one, we

The first idea to solve this problem is to recognize the
fact that, in the previous situation, there is something more
\\W ~t 'Qc. c.to.itned..
w h i c h ~ e n somebody intends to use both resources A
and Bat the same time than if he needed them at separate
periods of his activity. So, in addition to virtual resources
A and B we would add another resource resource AB called an
artificial resource and which will have to be claimed first
by all users who will need later A and Bat the same time.
An artificial resource is thus a virtual resource which does

not correspond directly to any actual one, but which has been
introduced on purpose by the system designer. A generalisation
of the just described technique to all non preemptible resources in the system leads us to the well known "banker's
algorithm".

wi\iel-. is

A second i d ~ p l e r to implement would consist in
asking the users themselves to ensure that the sharing will
be safe. If a given canonical ordering of non preemptible
resource kinds is assumed, and if the vari-ous "consciences"
guarantee that the given types are always requested in that
order, then the situation is certain to be always deadlock
free.
A good solution to the problem of reliability will
again be some sort of compromise aiming to satisfy a set
of contradictory criteria., But, from the two outlined algorithms, we can see that this solution may perfectly well
preserve the separation of the various resource mappings.
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(2) efficiency.
Another problem which can show off symptoms nearly similar to those of the deadlock situation is related to efficiency. If users are allocated resources in an uncontrolled
way, each of them can obtain at a given time a part of his
curren t claim and, although the situation remains safe in the
deadlock sense, the overall system performances may be highly
reduced. It may well happen that the instantaneous degree of
multiprogramming (i.e. the number of V.P. present in the active list at some given time) becomes very low. If this state
is persistent, then it is a sign that the overall resource
allocation strategy may have to be revised.
The same techniques

as

the ones suggested for dealing

with reliability may be again used here. · Some artificial
resources may be introduced which will have to be requested at pertinent times. The "conscience" module may be worked out to guarantee that a user

will never stay idle very

long when expensive resources have already been allocated to
him. In particular the deadline values passed as parameters
to the various schedulers may be allowed to reflect the cost
of keeping a given user waiting. An indication of this cost
is the price the associated user is currently being charged
for the resources he owns. And this price can be maintained
inside the virtual machines as we said earlier.
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~.~.S) A problem of transparency.

To any piece of software that some category of users
are compelled to utilize, we can associate a characteristic
named transparency. A module is said to be totally transparent
if users are provided with a set of tools that will permit
them to do at least all what they could have done without the
given module, and this at a price not too much higher.

Two illustrations can be found in the area of sequential programming:

a) gotoless programming.
Originated by E.W.DIJKSTRA the tendency to suppress
or reduce drastically the number of goto instructions
in a high level programming language has received
considerable attention. A fgrma] discussion of this
problem of transparency is developed in [16] for

b) referenceless programming.
A similar approach dealing with data structuring
instead of control structuring has been initiated
by C.A.R.HOARE in [T~l.

It is curious to observe,in recent years, how many
discussions and controversies have been centered around such
problems of transparency.
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As a matter of fact a module is often explicitly
designed to produce some intentional lack of transparency.
An analysis of certain sequences of actions which are either
totally irrelevan~ or potentially dangerous at a higher
the.

l evel may for example lead to"aefi i

t•ofl
I

o

some given features to

be completely absorbed by the module.

But on the other side such a module can also exhibit some undesirable lack of transparency called obstrusiveness
in [i.].

We shall talk about absolute obstrusiveness if no

possibility at all is provided to use some underlying concepts
which have been recognized as both useful and harmless. We
shall talk about economic obstrusiveness if, although they can
be used, these concepts will require much more computer resources or will be much more difficult to evoke at the higher level.

To come back to our main subject, each resource
mapping produces some loss of transparency. It is the system
designer's responsibility to ensure that there is no obstrusiveness generated. As an example let us consider what we called
the nucleus of our system. At the lower level we have the actual
main processor and the indissociable concept of hardware· interrupt.
At the upper level we introduced a set of virtual processors
coope.-o.tin~

via some defined synchronization primitives which

could be P and V operations on semaphores or which could rather
be based on the monitor/condition concept previously described.
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As noticed by D.L.PARNAS & D.P.SIEWIOREK in [.l-91, a
problem arise there. To quote them:

~

" ••• The authors of this paper believe the transparency of Dijkstra's primitives is an open question; in fact it is
a question that requires careful

definition •••• From a practi-

cal point of view, the ability to stop a process which is not
executing a synchronization primitive seems available on the
base machine, seems essential, and seems to be missing with
Dijkstra's primitives ••••• ''

It is therefore important to clarify this problem
if we want to avoid a lot of useless argument5.

A very

typical and illuminating discussion on the subject can be
found in Ll-01 p. 19-20. As it had already been suggested in

~o

[ ~ , we are in fact confronted more with a problem of eco':::>j

nomic obstrusiveness than with one of absolute obstrusiveness.
When a V.P. is involved in an activity and foresees the possibility of being unexpectedly interrupted at some future time,
it can always delegate to another V.P. the (unique) r~sponsibility of waiting for that specified event, and of taking on
its occurence the few immediate decisions necessary. At a later
time, when it will be ready to do so, the former V.P. will
communicate with the latter one in a regular way to inquire
o~outwhat has happened and will then eventually take the complementary actions needed.
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For our part we prefer to consider that interrupts
can be classified in two categories:
(1) i/o interrupts
(2) timer interrupts and external interrupts.

For the first class we would provide no extra facilities, allowing the user however to resort to the previously
described technique if necessary. This is because i/o interrupts
have been primarl y introduced to facilitate sharing (or rather
to permit it). Hence, in our view, there is no need to propagate this concept into the users' virtual configurations. Of
course, by doing so, we are building virtual configurations
which are a bit different from the actual one. Our

B.o.s.

be-

comes thus obstrusive for people who are trying to develop
another Operating System

under the control of the operational

one, concurrently with other standard users. Recursive virtualization [3~] may thus be seriously hampered but we thing it
would be unfair to penalize the majority of users for the sake
of that particular kind of application which will anyway remain
very marginal.

For the second class we believe, on the contrary,
that a different approach has to be followed. We. rather regard
interrupts of this class as actual configuration resources and

.we

would favour providing the users with a set of corresponding

virtual interrupts. Compelling them to use the previous techni-
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que seems to us unnatural and, perhaps, more expensive. Two
illustrations can be given:

a) a user may wish some action being taken at (exactly)
some given (virtual) time.

b) the basic hardware provides a console

interrupt

key . We could think of operator messages sent to
users not expecting them, and which have to be
taken into account without any delay.

A virtual interrupt causes, when it occurs, an implicit call to a given procedure (which can be user defined).
Of course careful definition of this procedure's environment
is necessary in order to avoid undesirable interferences. If
at the time the interrupt occurs the receiver V.P. is running,
its current work is immediatly suspended and the associated
procedure executed. In the other case the procedure will be
executed at the beginning of its next time slice. A virtual
interrupt can also

be temporarily or permanently disabled by

the user himself.

As it has been shewn in the BURROUGHS B5700/B6700
systems ~O] for example, it is possible to provide the users
with a clean and safe mechanism to express the concept of
virtual interrupts. Furthermore no problem seems to arise
from the coexistence of both types of mechanism if used in
coherent way.
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One thing which appears in the previous discussion
is that it is difficult (and may be wrong), to consider the
synchronization/communication problem on one side and the
system structuring problem on the other side as two unrelated
areas. Rather they have to be approGc.hed jointly. For example,
if we are dealing with multi processor virtual configurations
we could adopt, as ~
in [~&l, the two levels structure of a
princ•p~l V.P. on top of a number of other other ordinary
v irtual processors.

~,
/

,-~----,.. ___ - ...

, I
,-

I

.

virtual
~ ' , , configuration
principoL
,,
',
V.P.

I

'

\
\

\

\

I

ordinary
V .P. Is

I

'

I

• • •

In that case, ; when discussing communications between
programmable V.P. we could perhaps distinguish between intraconfiguration communications and inter-configuration communications.
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In the previous sections we favoured the concept
of monitor as a privilegied tool for synchronization/communication. The main idea was that of shared, protected data
which could be accessed only in a controlled manner. We assumed implicitly that the protected data was kept resident
in absolute memory. But if we permit

this data to be

stored in virtual memory, or even on file space,then we could
set up cooperation mechanisms of slower response time, demanding totally different implementation schemes but exhibiting
the same external aspect.

We have discussed here the problems of transparency
for the processor mapping. It is possible, and recommended,
to do the same for all other mappings and particularly for
the mainstore mapping.
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~.3.6) Conclusions.

So we have tried to present a Basic Operating
System as a set of resources allocators together with some
routines responsible in particular for absorbing the comp lexities generated by the introduction of sharing.

A number of simplification hypotheses have been
assumed(decomposition E.O.S./B.O.S.;principle of schedulers
separability; ••• ). It seems to us that they will permit
more systematic designs on a medium size configuration (say
from a mini-computer to a 360/50). Anyway we think that
proceeding in that way will give us more chance to be able to
approximate complex systems by a sequence of models of increasing complexity. Rejecting that approach would oblige us to
resort almost immediatly to simulation techniques in order to
gain some insight into our system behaviour. Furthermore it is
likely that the final product will then be less structured,
hence more difficult to understand,to improve, to modify,etc •••

The unified approach presented here to the problem
of resource scheduling is interesting from an· educati·o nal
point of view. If we observe Operating System textbooks
published some years ago, we can

find out

that a lot of

them are either based on a pure historical evocation, or
are built as an enumeration of various unrelated recipes.
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Obviously the tendency is changing (cf. for exampleC2.61) , and
there are a lot of benefits that could be reaped from a progressive and systematic pedagogical presentation.

As much as the student, the designer of an Opera t i ng
System himself may find plenty of advantages in adopting that
kind of approach and also in using notations that will permit
him to express conveniently and unambiguously his various i deas .
Using, as in [6] or Cl:Q, the PASCAL language as a bas i s to which

1

will be added the SIMULA class concept and the monitor cons t r u ct,
w't.1c.\.. , '>

we obtain a n o t a t i ~ y concise, convenient and accurate.

Finally, if such description tools become widely
available, they will encourage more research on Operating
System structure. Until now nearly all the contributions
to this area have been supported and illustrated by actual
implementations ( [·i~l, t:2.BlJ t~Q'J> Cb4,~ C61'JJ C"TSJ;> • • .).
which, however simplified they are, involve a non negligible
cost. By providin~J a s u i t a b ~ n t we could, pu-~o.r~ ,explore more cheaply a lot of alternative structured designs
which could then be documented, communicated, and discussed
in a more intensive way.
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